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I U1NTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

A. Introduction

This is the final report covering pr',3gres-s on a two y ar research effort towards the 6

development of basic technology far adaptive modeling and real-time computer simulation

to support decision-making in a number of critical planning situations that arise -during

the execution of tactical air missions. The control of such missions has become

increasingly difficult and complex. Several factors contribute to this complexity. For one,

tactical air missions are carried out in highly dynamic, hostile environments where

significant changes can occur in a conflict situation within relatively short periods of time.

For another, the rate of information generated during combat has greatly increased as a

result of improved sensing and communication capabilities. Finally, situation changes are _

often not accurately projected, because plannix.g and decision-making are carried out on

the basis of incomplete, uncertain knowledge as to future resource availability and enemy

deployment. These factors make effective control during e~tcucio- of ,ax~iiai air wisaiunm.

both difficult and critical.

In the next section we present a brief overview of the current structure of the

Tactical Air Control System in the U.S. Air Force. This will serve to introduce our

general problem of interest while placing it in the appropriate context. Following this is a

discussion of the capabilities required of a system that, could proNide real-time support for

replanning of pre-riously scheduled activity. A hierarchical capability taxoromy is

described and a acerario for interactive use of such a system is presented. These

constitute a statement of goals for this technology. We then discuss how we intend to

realize these goals, specifying a design fof our system in terms of an abstract, semantic

model of our problem domain and a functional description of the system. The abstract

model represents a data dictionary of information entities to be manipulated within the

system. The functional description includes a functional decomposition of system tasks 0 - i

and a data flow analysis in terms of entities described in the abstract model. We conclude

this design plan with an example that illustrates both the representation of mission

cont-ol problems within the abstract model and the application of the proposed system to

these problems.

A.7



B. The Context and Problems

The real-time management of tactical air forces takes place within the cowmand and

control hierarchy of the Tactical Air Control System (TACS). Our model of TACS is

based on a report prepared for the U.S. Air Force by the RAND Corporation [261 and a

survey article on techniques and problems of force management decision-making in a

"tactical-air-force context [681.

At the top of the TACS hierarchy is the Tactical Air Force Headquarters (TAFHQ),

consisting of the commander (COMTAF) and staff. TAFHQ is responsible for the overall

direction and long-range planning of air war operations. This includes the specification of

air strategy based on descriptions of attractive targets, locations and numbers of available

resources, and gross (percentage) apportionment of those resources to target types. This

information is provided to the central element of the TACS hierarchy, the Tactical Air

Control Center (TACC).

The TACC has primary responsibility for the day-to-day planning and control of

tactical air activity. The TACC transforms strategic guidelines from TAFHQ into specific

tactical air missions by selecting actual targets and allocating available forces on a daily
•'•.•' k .1- is TR . ... t ,.,m , d in ate ;*.a rlpa;w nat~in _ne nf niv-~l a rnp iga i n a- ýii irktpe frd et~i on andn-

offensive counter air missions--with subordinate elements that bear responsibility for

defensive, air-lift, and air-support missions. The Wing Operations Center (WOC) must

implement the missions provided by the TACC---completing detailed (flight) plans,

-*' assigning aircraft and crews, and launching missions as scheduled. Each WOC is

associated with, and located at, an air base; a TACC may control several WOCs. Finally,

at the bottom of the hierarchy, assigned forces execute the planned miniois. ""

Eor.

generate plans for an upcoming day's activities, but it must monitor the execution of

those plans, modifying them as necessary to reflect the ongoing conflict situation. To

*-,.' carry out these two primary functions, the TACC is divided into two sections: Combat

"Plans and Combat Operations. Combat Plans is responsible for "tomorrow's war,"

providing an Air Tasking Order (ATO, or 'frag order') to Combat Operations prior to .

each day's action. Combat Operations monitors the ongoing air war, deciding whether to

• continue with or modify to an extant ATO. Combat Operations conducts "today's war."

* iIn monitoring current activity, Combat Operations receives inputs of various kinds.

These include mission reports that disclose launch, inflight, target outcome, and landing

2
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information, intelligence reports that indicate enemy activity as well as weather

conditions, resource availability reports, and requirement reports for other types of

missions as issued by the CRC (defensive air), ALCC (airlift), and ASOC (air support). 0,

Combat Operations must determine the significance of the new information contained in

received reports, evaluating it relative to expectations based upon the currentiy accepted

ATO. It must then decide whether to adhere to the plans represented in the ATO-or

how to modify them so as to best carry out the strategy indicated by TAF-Q within the

constraints posed by a rapidly evolving combat situation.

Combat Operations is that part of the TACS hierarchy that is concerned primarily

with real-time resource management. A Combat Operations decision to modify an extant

ATO may take one of the following forms: a redirection of inflight aircraft to a new

target, an assignment of ready (on alert) aircraft to a target, a reallocation of resources to

new targets, or an allocation of previously unused resources to a target. Combat

Operations must decide whether to post, reschedule, or cancel missions in light of newly

received reports. .:-."

The activity that takes place in Combat Operations eyr-mplifies the problem

confronted by all systems that attempt to carry out plans in real-world contexts: the need
for execution monitoring and real-time replanning of previously scheduled, planned

activity. We now turn our attention to the capabilities required of a syst-sa that can

provide support in carrying out this activity.

's 0
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11 SYSTEM CAPABILITIES

In this section we describe the capabilities needed in a system that cen provid .

support for monitoring, control, and replanning of previously planned activity. As suc,.

they represent capabilities to be realized by the system we are designing. Here we on.ly

describe system goals--what it should do, not how it might do it; aspects of system

design-the hows-are discussed in the following sections.

Within a capability taxonomy for our system, three general classes of necessary

capabilities can be distinguished:

* Provide data base facilities for current plans.
* Determine import of new information with respect to current plans.
a Evaluate impact of proposed modification of current plans.

We consider each of these classes in the following discussion. We conclude by Lriefly

describing an anticipated scenario for the interactive use of our proposed system.

A. Providing a Current-Plans Data Base

If a system is to interact with its users regarding some content domain, it must be

able to perform basic data base functions with respect to that domain In other words, it

must be able to represent, store, access, UDd update information about its domain of

discourse. For our application domain, a satisfactory system must be able to represent-.

situations in the task environment, goals and plans of the active agent(s), as well as the

relations that exist among these entities. The system must provide the facilities for

adding, deleting, and otherwise modifying entities and relations of a data base that

represents planned activity. It must provide mechanisms for selectively accessing elements

of this extant data base. Finally, it must provide a serviceable interface with the user and

other subsystems, affording easy access to these data base facilities. Increasing amounts

of information are being made available for decision-making in all domains as a result of

improved intelligence and communication systems. If better decisions are to follow, the.

information must be quickly Pnd naturally accessible.

Of particular importance in our domain of discourse will be the representation of

temporal information. Planned activity i5 to be executed over some period of time.

'• t • o• • "'""
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Aspects of planned activity have associated schedule information. This implies the need

to accommodate multiple instances of task environment situations in any extant data base

representing planned activity; each i~itance must have associated with it appropriate

temporal information. Explicit or amumed time specifications must be interposed when

data base information is being accessed with regard to situations occurring in the task

environment. Conversely, such access to information must be made relative to explicit or

assumed time specifications.

B. Determining the Significance of New Information

The meaning of information acquired during the execution of planned activity can -

be determined only relative to that planned activity. A satisfactory system must be able

to evaluate whether ne- information is consistent with expectations that are implied or

assumed by the planned activity. If it is not consistent, the system mast be able to

characterize possible conflicts and indicate their potential significance with respect to

planned activity.

New information may clash with expectations in several ways. The system we

propose will be capable of discerning several types of conflicts, including the following:

"* A resource is not (will not be) available when needed.
* A required condition in the task environment is (will be) violated.
"* A goal is (will be) satisfied without executing its associated plan.
• AD aspect of planned activity is not executed as scheduled.
* An aspect of planned activity is not executed successfully.

These conflict types will be determined relative to a past, the present, or a future

time. The third conflict type, while not agreeing with expectations, represents a

fortuitous turn of events. The system should be able to recognize positive circumstances

asWlas Id1uSV- with ne-g-a~ilve miuport.

In order to indicate the apparent and potential significance of newly acquired

information, a satisfactory system must be able to propagate the effects of the conflict to

relevant asp-cts of planned activity. The process of conflict propagation requires two

more basic capabixizi-s: (i) limited deductive reasoning to determine goal- and plan-related

im.±1ications, and (, , elective discrete-event simulation to determine time-related, plan

interaction implications.

For example, suppose new information indicates that a scheduled se&ment of

planned activity has been delyed. By deductive reasoning about relations of the plan

6



that includes that segment, it may be determined that subsequent portions of the plan

cannot be executed as scheduled, since they depend upon prior completion of the delayed

segmaent. However, such reasoning may also indicate the presence of sufficient leeway in

- - that plan's schedule to accommodate the delay. On the other hand, by selectively

* simulating effects of the reported delay on resource availability, it may be determined

* that even though no problem arises within the plan of the delayed segment, portions in

other plans cannot be executed w'hen scheduled because of resource ust conflicts.

Subsequent deductive reasoning about relations of those plans may or may not indicate

the leeway now required for rescheduling of those portions.

We see deduction and simulation as complementary capabilities in our proposed

system for providing decision support in the control of p!anned activity. They play

fundamental roles not only in determining the significance of information acquired during

execution, but also in evaluating the effect of proposed modifications of planned activity.

C. Evaluating the Effect of Proposed Modifications

Effective control of planned activity can be defined as the ability to modify plans

commensurately in response to an evolving execution context. As discussed above, this

depends upon understanding the significance of newly acquired information about that

"context. Likewise, the degree to which proposed modifications may affect presently

- planned activity must be determined. Several types of plan modifications are possible: the
", cancellation, delay, or other alteration of some aspect of planned activity, the addition of

new aspects, and the reallocation of resources among aspects.

The modification of planned activity results in the creation of new information and

so shares a basic requirement with the acquisition of information: conflicts with current

expectations must be detected and evaluated. Plan modifications can be viewed as new

information; new information can be viewed as execution-time modifications of plans.

Conflict interactions may have positive or negative import, as noted above. The types of

conflicts that arise from modifications of planned activity include those that result from

the receipt of new information. Rescheduling of an aspect of planned activity or the

addition of a new aspect can lead to resource use conflicts, violation of the prerequisites of

"other aspects, or denial of standard operating procedures (e.g., a certain number of

resource units must be kept in reserve, sufficient time must be allowed for possible error

recovery). Positive interactions can occur; a newly added aspect may subsume an existing

aspect, while satisfying new goals as well.

*,, -::-.::
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As in determining the significance of new information, we propose that deduction

and 4imulatioii play fundamental, complementary roles in evaluating the effects of

proposed modifications of planned activity. Simulation can be used to incorporate a plan r.*

change into A temporal sequence of expected situations in 'he task environment.

Deduction can determine inconsistencies and propagate these according to current plan

re~ations (irrespective of time). Simulation can propagate inconsistencies to appropriate

points throughiot the situation sequence.

B4ore turning our attention to an anticipated scenario of system uae, the question

of system responsiveness must be addressed, If a system is to provide adeqjuate support

for the decision-making required in the effective control of planned activity, it must

perform within real-time constraints imposed by the context. What can be considered

real-time, however, differs according to the type of context and with the level of control

within a given context. In proposing a system based upon data base, deduction, and

simulation components, we do not mean to give the impression of ignoring issues of system R"

responsiveness. We envisage application of the proposed system at a level and in a

context requiring control cyc.'-s (i.e., feedback loops) on the time scale of minutes to an

hour. To satisfy these real-time constraints, computational complexity must be coutrolled -. ,-.

through appropriate data base represeniaton, limited deduction, and selective simulation. M -

D. Scenrlo of Systera Use

We conclude this section with a brief description of how our system might be used

in the control of phmned activity. These uses reflect the bmic capabilities of the system

as described above. Appendix Ai contains a partial model for the original plans of this
sc~nzrio. .... _.

We :sume that, a data base representing activity as currently planned has been

previously established, as is the case in Combat Operations. We note that the system ......

could play a supportive role in establishing a set of mutually consistent plans prior to

execution time. Let us assume that execution of planned activity has begun and that a

report of new information has been received. The user (e.g., commander, aicie) submits

this inf•rmation to the system. The systim amcertains the significance of the information, "' '

ab %c-wribed above, and reports its finding to the user. If all is well or if conflicts can be

automatically accommodated (as in the case of a delayed task where adequate leeway in .*,

schedules exist'i), the interaction sequence is completed and the user awaits new

infory, ation. However, any conflicts requiriig, or opportunities suggesting, modifications

S4 .-... ,.,.......... .......,- ............... •, ._""..........,...-,. ....-..-... ,.,..-,...,. .,,..



of planned activity may be noted by the system. The user could then query the system is

to resource availability or environmental conditions expected at that or some future time.

The user could also inquire as to the reasons for (goals ol) certain aspects of activity.

This interaction might lead to a proposed modification, which is then submitted to the

system. The system must incorporate this change into a new version of its data base and S-F

evaluate any consequent effects upon other current plans. This could lead to a revision of

the proposal or even further proposals to overcome detected, undesirable side effects. F.0
The following scenario should give an idea as to how we expect the designed syste,-

to work. In an actual system all the details of the plans would be included. Some

preconditions for attacking a target (such as that the target must be relatively

unprotected, that the ai,'craft be available for the duration of the attack, and that the

aircraft be properly armed beforehand) will be mentioned as needed here. While, in a

working system, of course all such preconditions would be included. We shall also deal

with time loosely in this scenario, whereas it would be handled much more precisely in the

designed system. The schematic layout is intended merely to provide som;- intuition as to

what the world would look like. The system would actually have the exact positions of all

and the flying speeds of the aircraft, would be required by the system. Z.

Schematic Layout:

Targ•t 1 Target 2

SA 1 SASB2

.Afrbaa. 1 Afrbss. 2

Initial Plans:

(1) Destroy Target 1, which is relatively unprotected (presumably because

of an earlier attack).

(2ý Destroy Target 2. This involves an initial attack to knock out the SA8 r -
sites. Airbase 2 will provide the aircraft required.

Problem:

Two hours before the launch of the attack against Target 1, reports indicate that

9"%-?



some SA8 mirsiles will be in position within the hour to defend Target 1.

The system should realize that this presents problems for the mission to destroy

Target 1. One precondition for that mission, that Target 1 be relatively unprotected at

the time of attack, had been presumed true but is now in doubt. After comparing the

expected arrival of reinforcements with the scheduled arrival time of the mission at the .

target, the system will determine that the precondition is indeed false.

The system would have several possible lines of action to attain the precondition of

the target's being relatively unprotected. First, the defense may be avoided by either

flying around it or by arriving before the defense is in place. Second, the defense may be

destroyed during either the current mission or an earlier. Third, the defense may be

neutralized by jamming or otherwise interfering with its operation. Fourth, the defense

may be flown through at the risk of losing aircraft. Finally, the mission may be canceled.

These options are presented to the operator as prospective courses of action.

Suppose the operator chooses to try to advance the arrival time of the mission at the "

target. The system analyzes this and finds that, since the remaining preparation time .

required for the aircraft combined with the flight time exceeds one hour, this plan

modification is not sufficient to restore the necessary precondition. '1
After kying informed of this, the operator checks for any jamming aircraft available

to accompany the mission, but none are available.

The operator now chooses to destroy the SA8s by another mission. He indicates to

use aircraft from Airbase 1. The system replies that this is impossible because none of the

aircraft available have the required armament. Alternative suggestions are to divert some

aircraft from another mission or to send some from another base.

The operator then decides to send some from Airbase 2, but the system again

reports that there are no unassigncd aircraft available with the required armament. The •. .**•

operator then tries to reassign the aircraft that have been assigned to destroy SA8 Site 1 7"

(and that possess the proper armament V7 attack Target 1). The system realizes that this "-;:-

interferes with the second plan, i.e., to destroy Target 2, but looks to see whether a

rescheduling is possible.

1.0
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There is a time limit within which Target 2 must be attacked-no later than 8

hours after the destruction of the initial SA8 site. If another mission were immediately set

up to destroy SAS Site 1, the mission to attack Target 2 would have to be delayed but

could still fit within the allotted time frame.

The operator verifies all these actions and orders are given to reassign the mission

against SA8 Site I to attack the SA8 defending Target 1. Another mission is launched

against SA8 Site I and the mission to attack Target 2 is rescheduled.

Features:

Upon being notified of a change in the situation, tUe system determines that this

invalidates a presumed precondition. The resulting problem is serious enough so that the

systemn does not try to determine what course of action to take on its own. Instead, it

pr(-ients some set of potential actions for the human operator to consider.

The operator resporAs with some particular action, but the system analyzes it and

finds that it does not remedy the problem. Again the oaerator is informed of this. This .1 ,

happens several times.

Eventually a suitable plan is devised. The system verinies that there is a way of

satisfying all the preconditions and attaining all the goals. This may involve some minor

rescheduling of existing plans. The final plans are then displayed for the operator's

*approval.

In analyzing the plns, the system must know both the plans and the present status

of each mission. In addition, to predict future status, the system must know the relative

positions of all the entities (bases, targets, aircraft, etc.) and their velocities. Of course, it

must also know the resources available for use.

For the purposes of this project, the proposed system will not perfora the

replanning automatically. However, in some cases, it will be able to suggest

straightforward options. Complete replanning, just like the original planning stage, would

appear to involve comple-x knowledge of the tactics of a situation and an appreciation of ': *•
goal evaluations based upon more global, strategic criteria. We do not perceive the .. ,

knowledge-engineering effort required to realize effective, automatic replanning as being

within the intended srupe of this project.

J "
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lI TEMPORAL LOGIC

One of the most active areas in current planning research concerns the temporal
nature of plans and the predicates upon which they are based Planning systems for time-
critical events in real-world applications will not be possibie without a proper treatment of

time. A system for replanning during execution will depend even more critically upon the

system's temporal proficiency. Our system will use temporal predicates for the statement ,---

of STATE AXIOMS.

A. Inadequacy of State-Based Systems :y. .j
In mathematics, )redicates are c;mply true or false. If a theorem prover detects that

a predicate is true and then later detects that it is false, it has found a contradiction from

which it could prove anything. In pianning, as soon as any action of a plan occurs, the

truth of predicates* in the world model may change. A system for planning or replanning

During the planning process, predicates may change values as the planner asserts
that an action ("operator" in STRIPS [22]) is added to the plan. Thus, when an operator

TURN-LIGHT-OFF is added to the plan, the value of the LIGHT-ON predicate would be

(possibly) changed in the world after the action of turning the light off has been

performed.

Since the state of the world changed with each action, the early planning systems ..

were state-based. A state was defined by a set of predicates true in that state. An action

transformed the world from one state to another. Each state had its own set of

predicates. The state of the world before the 'TJRN-LIGHT-OFF might have the LIGHT-

ON predicate as true, while the state after the action would have it as false. No

contradictions existed within any state. Time was modeled as the sequence of states.

VV
State-based systems are computationally attractive. Each state can be represented

as a collection of predicates. All computations to determine state transformations need

consider only the predicates within the present state. When an action is proposed, the

.We shall normally call a predicate P true if P is assertvd and false if Not P is asserted.

A 13
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state resulting from that operation can be quickly calculated and kept separate from the

earlier state. Should that action be rejected for later reasons, backtracking to the earlier

state i, -asy. Many simple actions can be modeled by a state-based system.

However, when the actions become more complex, state-based systems art no longer

appropriate. The critical shortcoming of these systems is the simplistic modeling of time.

Continuous change. (e.g., position of a moving object) cannot be modeled by a state-based

system, Coordination of planned events with external events is more natural if the

planning system incorporates time in its model.

Some state-based systems take a first step towards the embodying of time. Irstead

of kecLing the predicates in each state separate, every predicate takes an extra argument -

indicating in which state to evaluate it. Thus, LIGHT-ON(0M ) may be true while

LIGIft-OM 'i) would be false if so were the state before performing TURN-LIGHT-OFF

and 81 i3 the state afterwards. From this, it seems only a short step to describing LIGHT-

ON(t) to be a function of time. Operators could then be described as occurring at a

particular time (rather than in a state). Thus if TURN-LIGHT-OFF occurs at time t.-

LIGHT-ON(t) is false for t > t--

Since a state was a set of predicates true r, some poiiat in time, we shall represent

that time point as TIME(so) for state so. We could then express a state as STATEt),

meaning. the set of all predicates true at time t. Thus

so Am STATI4TIMEQao))

is a tautology. ne

B. Temporal Predicates

VT av UC IU05er a aligI5A&Yuziv.IJoRttio tl UAILLLU LI~IUIU U WCUnuai 31iaic-unDcu muOl~uu LO

indicate the temporal dependence of predicates. We shall employ statements in a •,c•id

temporal logic similar to that described in [1]. This logic is a typed, first-order predicate

calculus, in which terms are either condition statements, points -a time, or intervals of

time. We shall represent the interval from time ti to time t_ by the notation [tl,ty. The

time interval is assumed to be closed at t, and open at te, capturing the notion of "from 6

t up to (but not including) tr." By this assumption, te must be greater than t1 , thus . -

guaranteeing that all time intervals represent some finite, nonempty interval of time.

Three basic predicates are HOLDSAT, HOLDSOVER, and HOLDSDURING.

Instead of LIGHT-ONPt), we use HOLDSAILIGHT-ON, t). The statement-'_"

14
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HOLDSA71ca, t) represents that predicate ca is true at time t. iIOLDSAfIcS, t) is true if

ca is true with respect to STATE1t), where STATEgt) is the complete state accepted atj

true at time t. HOLDSOVER(cs, [tl,tA) represents the same for ca throughout time

interval [ttJ].* HOLDSOVER(ce, [t1 ,tA) is true if cs is true with respect to STATEQt)

for ail t, t1 < t < t2. HOLDSDURING(ee, [tlpt2,) represents the existence of the

satisfaction of ca at some point within the interval [t14t2]. I-OLDSDURING(ce, [t 4,t2]) is

true if there exists t, t1 C t < t2, such that ca is true with respect to STATE(t). Time is

considered to be ordered and dense; as such, we model it by the real numbers. Other

predicates express relationships between time points and/or intervals (e.g., BEFORE,

DURING). Since this is a predicate calculus, quantifiers and logical connectives are

available. Allen [1] presents a basic set of axioms for the resultant temporal logic,

There are two reasons for using this temporal logic rather than simply adding time

as an extra argument to each predicate. First, within a particular state, so, time is

constant and can be ignored. The HOLDSA7(ce, TIME(so)) predicate can be dropped,

leaving only the original predicate without reference to time. This may also be done if the -'

interval of a HOLDSOVER contains the interval under discussion. Second, this notation

is often notationally simpler:

HO LD SD URING(cs, [t 1,2t)

is cleaner to read and compute on than

3l t (t1 <5 t A t < t2 A Ca(t)).

However, cs(to) is slightly cleaner than HOLDSAllce, to).

We have been developing a computationally feasible basis for reasoning within the -,A

temporal logic outlined above. Appendix C demonstrates a program that manipulates

imprecise temporal quantities over PROCESSES and EVENTS. We can infer selected

aspects of a state at time t within a history H (i.e., STATE(t,H)) in terms of last-stated . .

values and relevant change3 occiwring within a finite number of intervening 71
circumstances.,.

Alternatively, an interval argument could be represented by two time point arguments, giving
HOLDSOVER(cs, t1 , to).
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C. States and Circumutance.

A STATE represents simultaneously true conditions and ronsists of a set of

conditions that are true with respect to the contextual situation(s) the STATE is intended

to model. A STATE a has an associated iMPLIED STATE IS(&) that is the transitive

closure of inferences possible from a (i.e., the complete set of all conditions either in a or

derivable from a).

While most planning systems have been concerned with discrete state changes
caused by operators, we feel it is necessary to model processes. We shall use the term

PROCESS to describe situations in which conditions vary as a function of time. A

falling ball would be a PROCESS in which the position (and speed) of the ball changes

with time. At any instant, the position of the ball is a fact in the STATE at that instant.

"At any later instant, the STATE will have changed because the position of the ball has

changed.

Every STATE occurs within the context of a CIRCUMSTANCE, A

CIRCUMSTANCE c is accepted as true over an associated interval of time [TinitiaLc),

Tf ell. A CIRCUMISTANCE c consists of an initial state INI2c) which was true at

* time Tinitijc), a set of (active) PROCESSES PROUIc), and the set of planned activity -

with the state changes they cause, EVEPZTS(c). Given a CIRCUMSTANCE c, the state

may be determined for any time within the associated inter val of time, presuming that the

components of the CIRCUMSTANCE are all correct.

it CIRCUMSTANCE combines the representation of a set of simultaneously true

conditions with a representation of the way those conditions are changing over a specified - -

time interval. Our use of CIRCUMSTANCES and the assumption as to the nonempty

property of time intervals will allow us to ,tvoid problems that arise when reasoning is

based solely on conditions true in instantaneo'i states, as discussed by McDermott [41].

By directly representing change as PROCESSES and EVENTS, we can reason about

conditions that are true at any instart while bearing in mind the aspects of those

instantaneous states that are currently changing. The maintenance of truth of a condition

over some time interval can be expressed as a CIRCUMSTANCE wherein the condition is

an element of the INITIAL STATE and is not affected by the PROCESSES or EVENTS of

the CIRCUMSTANCE.

Control of the execution of planned activity will depend upon relationships among ..

21.
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sequences of consecutive CIRCUMSTANCES. We say that CIRCUMSTANCE cl directly

precedes CIRCUMSTANCE c2 if Tfinak(el) - Tinitial{C2). In. this case, c2 directly

succeeds c, as well. We say that two CIRCUMSTANCES are consecutive if one of them

*: directly precedes the other.

, D. Histories

In order to reason effectively about present and past situations, we must be able to

refer to what beliefs were held to be true by the system at various times. Fur the current

time (i.e., now), which we call CT, our knowledge not only includes statements about the

, present time ("The sun is shining") but also statements abeut past time ("The moon was

full last night") and beliefs about the future ("The sun will rise tomorrow",).

We shall define a HISTORY as a sequence of consecutive CIRCUMSTANCES co, '",

* . . ., aen such that ci directly precedes ci+j for 0 < i < n. A COMPLETE HISTORY over

the interval [Tbegin, TenJ is a history such that Tinitfal(CO) Tbegin and Tinanen)

Tend. Given a COMPLETE HISTORY H over an interval and a time t within the interval,

CSTANCE(Ht) is defined as the CIRCUMSTANCE Ci of If such that

-TiJt~ch < t < T1 . 4(c:), being the CIRCUMSTANCE accepted as true at time t in

history H. Similarly, CSTANCE(H, [t 1 ,t]) is the set of CIRCUMSTANCES ci of H ,

accepted as true at some time within the interval [t1 ,t•]. We define STATE(H,t) to be

the state at time t as can be determined from CSTANCE(H,t). . .

Since we do not know the true state of the w. Id and only have beliefs about what is

true, we shall describe the HISTORY OF CIRCUMSTANCES (that we believe are true) up

to a particular time as an EXPEC=ED HIS-OIW/. For the current time CT, this
.. t...,^i.to ; -11-4K thot.ff7T•JlPlVAl•. RY3/P/Et'/rD HIS10"19q. or CEH. The CEH ,•''

represents (assumed) past, current, and (expected) future circumstances.

With each time in the past, t < CT, we associate an ACCEPTED EXPECTED

"HISTORY AEH(t) that is equal to what. the CEH was at that time. For future times,

"-• t > CT, we shall specify the AEH~t) to be simply CEH. AEH(f) is the complete history -

"- This use of "expected history" is closer to the use of "chronicle" by McDermott 1411 th~kn the use
of "history" by Hayes 130!. The difference is that we are considering as part of our HISTORY

*.. only what we believe or know at the time, as opposed to what actually is true in the world. We
have chosen the name EXPECTED HISTORY because most of the statements in a HISTORY would '-'.+
be about the past, but it also includes events that we expect to happen. Thus, it represents what
is expected to be history at some future time.
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of the WORKING PERIOD from the perspective of time t. Once a time i has become past,

AEH(i) is fixed. Information received at a later time may indicate that AEH(t) is in

error, either because the futur-- did not happen as expected or beliefs about the past have

changed. The new information must be incorporated into an updated CEH; however,

AEH(t) does not change. Even if a system does not retain the AEHs, the concept is

useful in describing why ccrtain action~s were taken in the past. If the AERs are retained

or are constructable, the information may be useful in determining what, beliefs were

wrong and why some expectation failed to materialize. This may be especially useful with

a truth maintenance system. The set of AEHs is collected into a history of histories MR.

Each history is accepted over an interval of time that ends with the arrival of new

information to the system about the state of the environment. We define the function

HISTORYsuch that AEH(t)-HIS7TORY(HH~t). K-.

18



rV ABSIRACT MODEL

This section contains an abstract model of the problem of interest. (See Appendix

A for an example of this model.) The abstract model developed in the previous interim

report reflected a view of plans as a sequence of events over time. Plans can be

considered in tro ways. If a finished plan is examined, especially if scheduling is of

interest, it can be ween all at one level, flowing along with time (although there may be

several parallel branches at once).

On the other hand, if a plan is examined from the perspective of developing the

plan, i. will probably develop hierarchically. The previous model was developed to allow

monitoring A' the plan as it unfolds. However, this is not a convenient view when the

plan itself is generated or when it is modified during replanning. Proper planning is best

achieved by top-down, recursive planning. Only in the simplest domains can a plan to

achieve a goal be found without the necessity of finding plans for subgoals.

We have improved upon the earlier abstract model by providing the structure of a

plan to allow recursive goals and subgoals without losing the ability to follow the plan

4• linearly through time. When a plan has been completely formulated and all detailN filled

in, the time events can be extracted, forming a linear list (still providing, of course, for

activities occurring in parallel).

The following abstract model reflects these improvements.

A. Context

CONTEXT: 
h.W1

A WORKING PERIOD
An ENVIRONMENT
STATE AXIOMS

All activity of interest is assumed to take place within a finite period of time, called

the WORKING PERIOD. The WORKING PERIOD is represented by an interval of time

specified as [T&,i, Ten].

The ENVIRONMENT constitutes the conditional component of an execution context.

19"
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An ENVIRONMENT is defined by an interretation over a set of relations, functions, and

their domains. A relation is a named set of relation domain tuples. A relation domain is -:

specified by a set of objects and associated obiyct names (i.e., constant symbols). For

example, a simple ENVIRONMENT for a class of warehouse control problems can be

described by specifying the following relations: _ALI•obj, toc), ON(obi, obj), ABOVF(obj,

obi), NEX7'MO(rob, loc), HAVE(rob, cart), I.N(obj, cart), whera o0i ranges over objects

stored at the warehouse, rob over working robots, cart over available handcarts, and loc

over possible warehouse locations. We assume the names associated with elements of
these domains are of the form OBJi, ROBi, CARTi, and LOCi respectively, for positive

integers s. A function maps its argument domains to a relation domain. A function

domain is either a relation or a relation domain. A function LOC(obj) can be defined to . -

equal toe, such that A7(obj, 1oc9* (i.e., I~obj, cart,) exists).

Defining an ENVIRONMENT is equivalent to specifying a relational data base [27].

Each domain of a relation has an associated attribute name. With each relation we

specify a subset of attributes to be key domains; for each instance of a set of key values

there can exist at most one entry (tuple) in any instance of the corresponding relation.

Thus, functions can be written in terms of relation and key arguments. Such functions
would be akin to a combination of selection and projection operations in a relational _

algebra [101. For example, LOC selects a tuple from the AT relation that is specified by a

value for the key object attribute and returns the associated lo ation value.

All preconditions and effects of aspects of planned activity are expressed in terms of

condition statements over an ENVIRONMENT. A ground instance of a relation element .

(i.e., a tuple of constants from a given relation) is called a condition. A condition

statement is either a condition or is formed- from conditions by the introduction of domain

quantifiers and variables an'. by the use of logical operators NOT, AND, and OR. We

"assume the existence of the pseudorelation EQUALS(x,y), which is true (i.e., includes the

V'• tuple (x,y)) if z and V are identical entities. For example, a condition statement indicating

that OBJ1 and OBJ 2 are at the same location can be expressed as the following:

AND(A7JOBJ1 , z), A71OBJ2, y), EQUALS(x, V)).
Wie let AND and OR take an arbitrary number of arguments for ease of expression.

In planning and controlling planned activity, we are concerned with the (believed)

NIL if no such tuple exists
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truth of condition statements at specific points in time or over given tiLte intervals. A
state a consists of a set of conditions that are considered to be simultaneously true at

some point in time TIME(a). As such, a state is an instance of the relational data base "

defined by the ENVIRONMENT that is consistent with previously specified STATE

AXIOMS.

STATE AXIOMS express implications and constraints among condition statements

that are true within a given state or within certain temporally related states. If we adopt

the relational data base framework, uniqueness of certain donkey values is implicit. For

example, if the object attribute is made a key of the AT relation, an object can be at no

more than one location in any state. Such constraints need not be expressed explicitly by

STATE AXIOMS. STATE AXIOMS that express implicatiens of, or constraints upon,

conditions of a single state take the form

"HOLDSA7ca, t) =, HOLDSA1co', t),

where time t is understood to be universally quantified. Other STATE AXIOMS may

"4.7 express relationships among conditions at different points in time or holding over intervals

of time. This allows the representation of changes in the ENVIRONMENT that are

triggered by coexisting conditions and are not directly caused (intended) by the activity of

agents.

Preconditions and effects are also expressed in the temporal logic. For example, the

preconditions of an action scheduled to begin at time t may include the following

requirement:

HOLDSA71EXISTS(x, O4A2(z, LOCI), A71z, LOC2 )), t),

stating that there must exist some object at location LOCI or LOCe at time t.

On& w±qravt of the FNNVIRONMENT deserves special attention, that of RESOURCES.

RESOUT, CES are material entities used in the performance of planned activity.

RESOURCES may be reserved for, allocated to, and possibly consumed by a particular

activity. Resource management is a crucial component in the effective control of planned

activity. As such, we represent material resources as separate aspects of the conditional

context. RESOURCES are represented in terms of use-related properties. In addition, '@1

each resource has an associated CURRENT USE HISTORY that, at any time within a

WORKING PERIOD, indicates its past, current, and anticipated modes of use during the

WORKING PERIOD. The CURRENT USE HISTORY associated with each resource (type)
4• provides the indexing needed for updating allocations effectively.

-e, *:,.'-
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The activity planned for a given WORKING PERIOD will be represented from two

perspectives. One is as a hierarchy of GOALS, PLANS, and TASKS. The other is as a

history of required conditions and a history of conditions expected to occur according to

an extant hierarchy. As such, planned activity is represented in terms of the following -

entities.

B. Activity

ACTIVITY:
A Set of GOALS
A Set of PLANS
A CONDITIONS HISTORY
An EXPECTED HISTORY , -

Planned activity is naturally described in terms of GOALS and PLANS. Relational

structures among these entities represent reasons, conditional dependencies, and other

restrictions (e.g., relative constraints on execution time). A GOAL represents a set of- --

conditions that the planning system desires to be established in the execut;on context over

some specified period of time.

GOALS and PLANS will always exist as matched pairs. A PLAN for a GOAL is only

relevant within the full CONTEXT. The PLAN associated with a GOAL may not be

sufficient to achieve the GOAL without the actions that are specified in other PLANS

within the CONTEXT. In particular, a GOAL may have an empty PLAN if other PLANS-"

will achieve the GOAL. The CONTEXT embodies the associations between a GOAL and

the PLAN to achieve it.*

Corresponding to a symbolic execution (i.e., simulation) of the scheduled TASKS of

C~-Zt- -1---fll4 AP flTfITTV :. riD Tllf'M V1yThzrq1TPf i-nqrnnPv CR11 tiut Pprlsertnt.~A'-Mua . . ..... ......v~a -...- ... . ... ...

changes expected to occur over the WORKING PERIOD. Events in this history reflect the

initiations and completions of scheduled TASKS as well as the implications of any

applicable STATE AXIOMS. Simulation of a set of scheduled TASKS from a given

beginning state produces a sequence of time-consecutive circumstances constituting CEll.

Through application of the axioms of the temporal logic, expected values of condition

attributes can be deduced from this history for any point in time within the WORKING

* 'A • - =

We presume the existence of some interconnections such that the path from any item, say a
STEP, to any other item, say the PLAN in whose METHOD/SCHEDULE the STEP is contained, can
be traced,
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PERIOD. This capability serves as the basis for determining whether new information is

consistent with current expectations.

C. Goal

GOAL:
GOAL CONDITiONS
A RATIONALE

GOAL CONDITIONS are expressed as statements in the temporal logic; as such they

indicate condition statements to be true at associated times or intervals of time. A

GOAL's RATICNALE indicates the role of the GOAL in realizing either the top-level goal

twhat the planner was ordered to achieve), or that it is ýn essential subgoal in achieving

some other goal, or that it is necessary to satisfy a general, recurring objective (e.g.,

maintaining adequate supplies). Satisfaction of several GOALS may be necessary to attain

a global objective.

D, Plan
P0AN:

PLAN CONDITIONS -

PLAN EFFECTS Ml
A METHOD/SCHEDULE

The PLAN CONDITIONS contain what have been called "preconditions" [221 for the ".-.

plan. That terminology is Woo limited for tts application "a there may be conditions that

mist hold at some point iu vime after the plan execution has commenced, but not -1

neceswardIy before then. Likewise "postconditions" may become valid before the PLAN

terminates, so we use the term "EFFECTS." The PLAN CONDITIONS are the (oeftex-, but

not necessarily) minimum set of conditions required for its METHOD/SCHEDULE to

succeed. The PLAN EFFECTS describe the plan's Xffects upon the ENVIRONMENT. This

includes all thJ effects of the subplanw contained within this plan.

The METHOD/SCHEDULE of a PLAN consists of a procedural network [321 po STEPS

or GOAL/PLAN pairs. Any GOALS occurring within a METHOD/SCHEDULE are subgoals RAI

of the main GOAL associated with the PLAN. These would then recursively have their

own PLANS with METHODS/SCHEDULES. No PLAN is complete until each node in the ...

procedural network of the METHOD/SCHEDULE of that PLAN is either a STEP or a

GOAL whose PLAN is tuomplete. The SCHEDULE part of a METHOD/SCHEDULE can be

23,.vq?
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extracted from the STEPS below it.

A PLAN, as defined here, represents a marriage of (1) the procedural-network st,

planning technology developed in artificial intelligence with (2) the PERT/CPM

technology developed in project management. The resultant representation includes both

functional and temporal relationships among the component TASKS. Steven Vere's

planning system under development for NASA [57] adopts a similar approach in rb.

scheduling the behavior of planetary space probes.

The METHOD of a PLAN represents relationships among the preconditions and

EFFEC1h of TASKS associated with STEPS or SUBGOALS of its METHOD. The

SCHEDULE of a PLAN consists of the time interval [Tatart, Toer]. Tatart is equal to the

earliest (least) starting time of the STEPS and SUBGOALS in the METHOD. Tover is equal

to the latest (greatest) expected completion time of the STEPS. This time interval

represents the extent of time within the WORKING PERIOD during which STEPS of the

PLAN are expected to be executed. A PLAN's SCHEDULE also has slack measures

determined with respect to the ESTABLISHED PERIOD of its associated GOAL. "4y-
1ATh0 1 P'.J 3 . .mvd ,ata.lv A1,6. Ia ;n.t. h;-..... o.. uts ...... 1, -- a noved n

by replacing each subgoal in the procedural network of the top-level METHOD/SCHEDULE

with the procedural network of the METHOD/SCHEDULE of the subgonl. This is repeated

until all subgoals are removed and the METHOD/SCHEDULE of the top-level PLAN is a

procedural net of STEPS.

Flattening of the PLAN hierarchy results in the loss of information and therefore

should not actually be carried out. It may be uweful to reachieve only some subgoals

;6LI.S DM5 £V1IGMM3AI5 @8 UWA OU 1 Vifl# eimun IC lACRYIL U# LLIVMZ WIUC VIV LWN MUsT,

be done to guarantee accomplishment of the overall goal. If the PLAN has lost the

structure of the subgoals, the whole plau may have to be redeveloped.

E. Step

STEPS conbtitute nodes of the procedural network, while arcs represent precondition

dependencies among TASKS associated with the STEPS. Each STEP has an associated

TASK. A TASK mry be associated with one or more STEPS from one or more PLANS. A

STEP is represented in terms of the followiug aspects.

24
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STEP:
A TASK
A SCHEDULE

The SCHEDULE of a STEP reflects the starting time and expected duration of its

associated TASK. In addition, various measures of slack (or float) [571 are indicated.

Each measure of slack indicates a bound on rescheduling a STEP without any F -

corresponding need to reschedule other aspects of the PLAN. One measure may indicate -

how much a STEP may be pushed back (or ahead) without causing other STEPS to be --.-

rescheduled. Another may indicate similar bounds if the overall beginning or ending time

of a PLAN is not to be affected (even though other STEPS may have to rescheduled within

the PLAN's METHOD/SCHEDULE).

A STEP exists within the procedural network of the METHOD/SCHEDULE of a

PLAN. That network contains information about the predecessors of this step (usually

validating the latter's preconditions) and the successors of this step (awaiting the

preconditions supplied by this step).

Y'. Tank

A TASK represents a segment of activity that is normally executed without

interruption. Each TASK is represented by several aspects:

TASK:
A SCHEDULE
A METHOD
INSTRUMENTS
PRECONDITIONS
EFFECTS '-- "
PLAN STEPS "M

The SCHEDULE aspect represents information as to scheduled starting time and

duration of a given TASK. Since the duration of a task may depend on other factors,

estimates are included for the minimum, maximum, and expected durations for successful

task execution.

The METHOD aspect serves to describe execution of the TASK. A TASK may be

primitive (an ACTION) or compound. An ACTION is a TASK having an empty

(undescribed) or functional METHOD. A functional METHOD describes the dynamics of

2..5.'.
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the state change culminating in an ACTION's effects as a function of its SCHEDULE. The -

METHOD aspect of a compound TASK is a 'program' specifying an execution sequence of...

subc linate TASKS. Duration aspects of the SCHEDULE associated with a compound

TASK can be determined from those of its subordinate TASKS in a straightforward

manner when independence of subordinate task durations is assumed [57].

The METHOD of a PLAN, through relations among its STEPS, places constraints

upon the SCHEDULES of its STEPS. STEPS of a PLAN typically xieed not be performed

consecutively. Some may be accomplished concurrently; some, by establishing the

preconditions of other steps, must be completed before the latter can begin. Their

flexibility, interruptability, and possible concurrency are what primarily distinguish the "-

ME'THODS of PLANS from those of TASKS. - -

An INSTRUMENT provides for a necessary capability in the execution of a TASK.

An INSTRUMENT role is filled by one or more assigned (allocated) RESOURCES. Each V

INSTRUMENT is specified in terms of constraints en use-reiated properties associated with

resources. These constraints define resources that can be used to fill an instrument's role

in TASK execution. Resources currently assigned to a given INSTRUMENT are noted as

well. u

A PRECONDITION is a condition that is not provided by the TASK itself, but is

necessary for the successful execution of a TASK. A PRECONDITION is expressed as a

statement in the temporal lugic described above. An ACTION has a prespecified set ,f

PRECONDITIONS. - A compound TASK's PRECONDITIONS are defined in terms of

PRECONDITIONS of its subordinate TASKS, being equal to the union of the

PRECONDITIONS of its subordinate TASKS minus those provided within the METHOD -

itself. These can be determined by a process known as regression 144]. PRECONDITIONS ..-

generated by subordinate TASKS need not be established until execution of those ,

subordinate TASKS commences.

The EFFECTS of a TASK represent the state change resulting from successful --

execution of the TASK. The EFFECTS indicate both a set of conditions and the time at

which such conditiont are established during TASK execution. These are conditions that

are not subsequently consumed by the TASK; they are determined by a process of

progression, similar to regression for PRECONDITIONS. EFFECTS are expressed as ..-

statements in the temporal logic.
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G. Activity Reports

We assume that the PLANS are sufficient to satisfy the GOAlS, within the

constraints of WORKING PERIOD and RESOURCES, starting from the beginning state BS ,

(i.e., the state at time Tbegin). Unfortunately, we also must assume that the ex:ecution

context cannot be well predicted. However, indications as to prevailing context situations

can be obtained. As the WORKING PERIOD progresses, information is gathered in the

form of ACTIVITY REPORTS of the following types,

ACTWITY REPORTS:
ENVIRONMENT REPORTS
RESOURCE REPORTS
TASK REPORTS 4

Each ACTIVITY REPORT has a content and a time aspect. The content of a report

is accepted as true as of its associated time aspect. ENVIRONMENT REPORTS contain

information that is gathered by sensory processes. Such information may be obtained as a.

necessary side effect of TASKS carried out for other purposes. Other (e.g., reconnaissance)
TASKS are scheduled for the exact purpose of acquiring certain types of contextual

. P M1 - ' TIP I_ &I-- i-1rl_ 1..r~ -L __' '_.t
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of contextual conditions. RESOURCE REPORTS indicate changes in the usage modes of

RESOURCES. Most RESOURCE REPORTS are generated in conjunction with TASK

REPORTS. TASK REPORTS indicate starts, completions, and outcome assessments (e.g.,

success, failure) of TASK executions.

The first stage in determining the significance of a newly obtained report having

content C and time t is to evaluate the consistency of C with respect to conditions in

bYAIE4t, CEH) and happenings in CSTIAIrVCRt, CER-). CEH is the current expected

history of the WORKING PERIOD; CSTANCE retrieves the circumstance within which

STATB(t, CEH) occurs. This evaluation may indicate the need to bring that

circumstance into conformance with the new report content C. If accommodation or

history is required, the next stage is to determine those aspects of planned activity tbat

are affected by the necessary changes. This stage involves processes that reason according

to precondition dependencies and time slacks of PLAN METHODS and others that simulate

selected, scheduled TASKS so as to propagate the consequences of the new information to

all places concerned. Finally, the full import of new information is realized through

interactive processes that serve to adapt existing PLANS a-id GOALS to opportunities and
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diffculties engendered by the new report. a
ACTIVITY REPORTS that necessitate history accommodation result in a history of

bistorie-A HH Isee Section III-D). Each history is accepted over an interval of time that
cDds w-;h thc arrival of one or more such reports (which is often after the times of those

rtperts). Each element of HH has a.ssociated with it the ACTIVITY REPORTS and

ACTIVITY CHANGES that gave rise to its generation. We expect that access to HH will

I.-rov.de a basis for analyzing and discussing the course of a WORKING PERIOD after it

has unfolded. . -

The objective of execution time control and replanning is to respond t, new reports

in a manner that maximizes the value of GOALS satisfied during the WORKING PERIOD.

VWe assume that initial PLANS attempt to optimize use of the WORKING PERIOD.

Optimization procedures require GOAL evaluation guidelines (e.g., global strategy). A

GOAL's RATIONALE is used to determine its importance with respect tc such guidelines.

H. PReplawninS Reports

As information is gathered and its significance ascertained, activity changes may be

propojed in ýhe form of REPLANNING REPORTS of several types:

REPLANNING REPORTS:
Resdedr•ing ..n Existing TASK
C'an?.Aig an Existing TASK
l.troducciuC a New TASK
u1,roduc iiaf a New GOAL and Associated TASKS'

Cau-elinp, aQ Existing GOAL and Associated TASKS

I 'cc aort ;on )f %ppropriate activity changes ultimately depends upon the ability to

compre•end t1A4 Zagcance 01 %a]JIVL I nAXt%-' c a- AUU "UUD Uh "

REPORrI with ze1p-rt to current PLANS and scheduled TASKS. It is this ability,

togethir 'Pith thosN qpects of a system that make this ability possible, that constitutes ./,

the focus cT ow, lesigr and development research.
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V SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGN

A. Systemn Layout

In this chapter we discuss the requirements for some portions of a system that can ".0

provide support for monitoring previously planned activity and adapting those plans as ;

necessary. To put this in perspective, we first give a brief sketch of how such a system

might be put together and then discuss the subsystems and their logic in more detail. .

These subsystem-, are: ri
a data base system, - -

* a monitor (consisting of a deductive component and a simulation
component), and

* a human interface (not covered in this report).

The current-plans data base contains all the data about the plans, including

expected events and states, as well as information about the state and history of the -

word. Obvious the 1 I we 1'.• - t -f"- A - -`.... a ,_ . _ . .... .I.. .... •

reflects the beliefs of the system based upon whatever data it has received and digested.

This comlv.nent i.5 ciitcal because the execution of the system depends entirely upon this

Controlling the execution of the system would be a monitor. This segment would be

responsible for accgting information external to the system and acting upcn it. After

receiving status reportn or other information about the state or history of the world, this >1-

segment would be rtsponsibie for escertaining the import of these data. it would cause .-

the data to be compared with present knowledge about the world (including what is

expected by the plaus), would merge this knowledge into the data base, and would note

any problems these data present for the plans. The monitor would then report these

problems to the operator. In some cases, it may be able to suggest appropriate changes to -.

the plans but, since we are not attempting to do planning within this system, the operator

would normally suggest alternative plans. The monitor would take these and compare r..c

them to the data babe to determine if they are acceptable. *'

Because of the complexities of the replanning domain, we envision that any 4....
replanning system will be run interactively to allow human operators to make the final

- I'%.
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decisions. So another part to the system, which is not covered in this report, would be

the human interface to the system, sitting between the system monitor and the human

operator. It would be responsible for representing the knowledge and conclusious nf the

system to the operator and also for accepting his queries and commands to the system.

The monitor would cal! upon two major subsystems: the deductive component and

the simulation componen. These would do much of the work of the system. The

simulation component could take the present or some anticipated future state of the world -

(as represented in the data base) and would extrapolate it forward through time. By

using this extrapolation the monitor can determine whether a proposed action is wise or

whether a possible situation presents a problem.

The deductive component is an essential portion of the system and is where much of

the work will be done. Every piece of information that the monitor gets will need to be

compared to the existing data base to see if it is consistent with expectations. This will be

done by passing it to the deductive component and looking for contradictions. When the ... --

monitor needs to know the truth of some formula it will generally call on the deductive

component. When the deductive component returns, it will not only report whether it
was b~le to & *eemn . .~~.~ L- f 1k..+ bu - -U-.4- V andr ule -A .. 1 t3

determine the truth (or falsity) of the formula. From that would come a measure of the

certainty of the formula based upon the certainty of the beliefs and rules used to

determine it.

B. The Monitor

The most critical component of the entire system is be the monitor. The best laid

plans and accurate status reports are useless unless they can be compared to determine

what is the status of the plans. Have they been carried out properly! Is there some

impediment to their future execution?

When information is received, it needs to be compared against the data base. This

would be done by calling the deduction component to determine if the information causes

any problems if added. If not, the monitor would add the information to the current-

plans data base.

Problems come in two classes. One type is where the information apparently

contradicts other information in the data base. If that other information was used in

verifying that the plans will succeed, then we have the second kind of problem, possible
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plan failure. Some information may indicate that a plan has already failed to achieve its

goals.

When a problem is detected, all its ramifications need to be discovered. The system

needs to determine what other plans the failure of a particular plan step may have

already affected or may affect in the future. If the cause of the failure can be determined,

other plans that would be similarly affected should be discovered. If a condition that will

be necessary for future action will not be satisfied, that future action must be assumed to

fail and all its subsequent effects will not be achieved. By anticipating future problems

when the initial problem is discovered, the system can aid in finding new plans to avoid as

many of the difficulties as possible.

When new or alternative plans and actions are suggested, the monitor can use the

deductive and simulation components to compare these to its world knowledge to

determine if they are feasible. It can confirm that resources are available when needed; it

can verify that scheduling is consistent; it can check that all conditions for the actions can

be expected to be satisfied; and finally, it can verify that the goals will be achieved if the

actions are carried out.

The person responsible for making decisions based upon this system will need to

gather as much information from the system as possible. To this end, the system will

need to be able to justify all of its conclusions if asked. In order to do this, it will be

necessary for the system to keep track of how each assertion in its database was

originated. Was it in the original database? If not, what other assertions were used to

derive it and what was the justification for that derivation? How are those other

assertions justified? What certainty does the system have for each of the beliefs? The

human engineering of properly presenting this information as required is not within the

scope of this project but the derivation information must be present within the system.

This system will need to reflect the real world as accurately as possible. However

accurate it may be, there must be some margin for error. Errors may arise from

erroneous information derived from intelligence reports or sensors-information that may

be in direct contradiction to what the real situation is. Furthermore, the system will need

to make assumptions about what is happening in the real world even when it has no direct

confirmation that expected events actually occurred. It will adopt the belief that the

expected event happened and will include the consequences in its data base.
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If information is later found to be erroneous, the system m ii ý be able to recover
without starting over. There may have been many deductions, resulting in assertions

being added to the data base, that have taken place since it accepted the false data, some

of which are valid and some invalid. The system must be able to recognize that it no

longer accepts the false data as valid and recant all deductions based upon it.

The system may not be told that some information is invalid; it may learn it the

hard way. If the system finds some contradiction by deducing some fact for which it

already "knows" the negation of that fact, then it must be able to recover. If it can, it
should determine which one of the two facts is wrong and should also determine what

caused it to derive an incorrect assertion.

C. Simulation Component

While we feel that the deduction system is better suited for most things the

replanning system will need to do, it may be useful to include a simulation component. A

simulation system will calculate future situations from the present situation while

deduction can also compute present constraints from future requirements as well as

computing logical deductions that do not involve temporal aspects. Obviously deduction

could be used for the calculation of future situations from the present as well, but it may

only be efficient in projecting some predicates. Simulation may do a better job for

projecting more details.

A simulation system would take the state of the world as described by the data base

(or possibly the expected state of the world at some future time) and copy it into a

simulation data base. Then it would simulate the events that might happen beginning at

that point in time and correspondingly update its data base. As it runs, it might detect

unforeseen problems that will need attention.

There are several problems with simulation. First, since the system can not know

ahead of time what features may be important for the simulation, it will need to simulate

"what happens to all the features it knows about. It would need to simulate the weather,

the positions of aircraft, defenses, troops, etc. But in order to be fast, it would be desired

to minimize the features simulated.

Second, simulation will only consider one future track at a time. The results of the

simulation only indicate one possible future and so prove the possibility of the result

without indicating the certainty or even a probability of the results reflecting what really
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would happen. If the simulation is run many times, then some confidence could be gained

about the likelihood of a particular situation arising.

However, this may be useful when used by the monitor in conjunction with the

deduction system. When the deduction system tries to look too far into the future, it

might require a longer time than a simulation system would (depending on the tightness of

the search). In such a case, the simulation system could be called upon to determine if a

particular event might occur. The simulation system could say that it would (but could

not s3y that it definitely would not).

Of the simulation systems we looked at, the object-oriented simulation system from

Rand [33] is coarse-grained enough to minimize the execution time as we would require.

The simulation structures of FOL [641 do not constitute a simulation system but do

provide a way of tying simulation-like processes into deduction. It offers a method by

which computation (like simulation) may be called upon to decide that a certain fact is .

true. The decision may not be found, in which case the system says that it does not know

the truth of the fact. But if it can determine the truth, the deduction system can then .

use the fact in its proof. This turns out, to be somewhat like the Theory Kesolution we

describe later.

We also considered what we call Worst-Case simulation. By this we mean

simulating the possible future events in the world by haying them follow the path that is

moot damaging to the goals we choose. For instance, if enemy troops are within two days

travel of a particular position, then we will assume that they will reach that spot in two

days, regardless of other conditions that may delay their progress or divert them intirely.

This is not meant for uise as a true simulation but rather to create bounds upon the

possible range of events that may happen in the futurc. Thus, if we need to know if the

enemy can reach a certain position in one day and we can deduce that they are at least

two days away, we can avoid considering paths that include the enemy reaching the site.

On the otbier hand, if we can not rule out their reaching the site, then simulation may be

necessary to determine whether they will actually reach it.
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D. Requirements for the Deductive Component

The performance of the deductive component, its power and speed, is critical. A

real time, real world replanning system is very demanding. We present here the outline of 'All

a deduction system that we feel would be the best match for these demands. We shall be ":

employing ideas from many different systems, bringing them together into one system.

By combining the different parts, the deductive component will have enough capability to "

be used in the replanning system.

Unfortunately, having the capabilities to do the deduction is not enough. The

deductive component will need to be fast enough to keep up with the real-time demands

of the problem domain. These real-time constraints will be kept in mind as we present

the system.

E. Capabilities of the Deductive Component

The deductive system will need to have at least the following capabilities:

* Applicable to expressions in a temporal logic.
* Accountable for its deductions.
* Able to recover from changes in its beliefs.
* Able to recover if it finds apparent contradictions in its data ,dae..

The deductive system will be applied to assertions in the current-plans data base. It

follows then that it must be effective in dealing with expressions in the temporal logic

presented in Chapter III. This will require that the deductive component be effective in

processing the time intervals. Similarly it will need to be able perform spatial

computations.

We have already indicated that the monitor will require keeping track of why

information is added to the data base. Since it will need to know how a belief was

derived, the deduction component will need to report that back to the monitor. Each

deduction it makes must be traced.

As a belief is revised, the monitor will modify .-ae data base. It probably will not

physically delete entries that are no longer believed but will mark them in some way. The :-6

deductive system will need to ignore some of the data according to the belief in it.

The data base may very well have contradictions in it that have not yet been

discovered. If the theorem prover detects one of these, it will need to report it back to . _i
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the monitor. The monitor needs to know how the contradiction was found, just as it

needs to know how proofs are done, so it can determine what assumptions may be invalid.

After the monitor changes the beliefs in the data base, it may recall the deduction

component again to verify that no other inconsistency was introduced.

Because the replanning system will need to know the state of the world to determine

whether the plans are heing, and will continue to be, executed properly, the data base. of .

information will be immense. Because of this large body of data, the deduction system-

will need to be made as efficient as possible. It can not afford to get swamped by

analyzing data that is not pertinent to the question it is addressing.

The problem with large numbers of assertions for a deduction system is the

combinatoric explosion resulting from the relation of one assertion to many other

assertions. In generating a deduction, each step has many different possible successive

step3. The result is a search space that grows exponentially as the proof gets deeper. The

exponent is a function of the number of assertions available. This suggests that

simulation could be used profitably when a long deduction involving many assertions is .1!

required. On the other hand, simulations are just approximations of the future situations

and may not reflect all possible outcomes. By using deduction and simulation where they

are most effective, the whole system can be stronger.

F. Type of Deduction System

There are several types of deductive engines that could support these capabilities.

"-, the possibilities are production systems, natural deduction theorem provers, and

thb. arious flavors of resolution-based systems.

Production systems, such as those used in Wesson [62] and Cohen and Grinberg [14]

and expert systems (e.g., Georgeff and Bonollo [281), are often associated with problem- to

solving systems. A production system works by checking its list of rules (productions)

until it finds one whose conditions for applicability are true at which point it applies the

rule. Control information can be kept either in the program selecting the rules or in the

rules themselves. The world knowledge is encoded only in the rules and not in the -

program driving them. The rules can encode detailed world knowledge. But, for general

deduction, a production system might have to find, say, a rule of modus ponens and

apply it.

Natural deduction theorem provers, such as Bledsoe and Tyson [41, are better suited
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for general deductions. This type of deductive engine attempts to find proofs in a fashion

similar to how a person might try it. For instance, formulas are kept in their original

form rather than being split into clauses, goals are split into subgoals, and the proof

proceeds in a positive fashion (neither assertions nor conclusions are negated). It is easy

to build on top of natural deduction systems, so constructing, say, a truth maintenance

system (TMS) using natural deduction should present no problem. However, they also

tend to have a relatively high amount of overhead and are not as well suited to making

thousands of deductions as are resolution-based systems.

In the past twenty years, many types of resolution-based systems have been

developed. A style of programming, logic programming, has developed on top of one

subset of resolution, Horn clauses. PROLOG [13] is a logic programming language whose

execution proceeds by making logical deductions. This language has been chosen by the

Japanese as one of the basic elements of their fifth generation computer project. The

speed of Prolog in doing these deductions is quite fast-David Warren's implementation of

PROLOG on DEC machines has a speed of 20,000 to 40,000 logical instructions per

second. Although PROLOG is quite fast, the deductive engine for our system would have

to be built on top of it to encode the features we would need such as a TMS. So, while

the base language might perform resolutions quickly, the effective rate would be much -

less. However, if the Japanese do eventually build a machine that can execute at -..-.

1,000,000 logical instructions per second, the complete system would be extremely fast.

Connection-graph resolution appears to be a good choice for dealing with a very

large data base of information. In resolution, each step consists of taking one erpression

from the data base and combining it with another that has a complementary literal. That

is, an expression that contains the literal A would be resolved against another that has the

negation of A in it. Once the first expression is chosen, an expression to resolve it with
must be found. Rather than searching through the entire data base, connection-graph

resolution maintains a set of pointers from any instance of a literal to the instances of

complementary literals it could resolve agains.-'

Besides reducing the time searching for complementary literals, connection-graph

resolution also restricts resolution, reducing the number of resolution operations that are

permitted. Furthermore, in looking for a proof, the system can perform graph-searching

by following along the links between complementary literals. Only after the system is ,
satisfied that a proof may exist along that path would it actually perform the resolutions
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.and create the ne'wly derived formulas.

One of the camplaints often made about resolution is that it requires its input *
forwulas to be converted into clauses rather than retaining the originral logical connective.

Not. only is the clause form unnatural for someone trying to work irith it, but this

c~onversion may lead to loss of heuristic clues on htow a formula may be best used. While

P =Q and its clause fuk-m, -'P V Q, are logically equival'nt, the former suggests chaining

rhile the latter suggests case analysis. Furthermore, conversion to clause form typically

imicrea~ses the redundancy in the system. The formula A ~*(B A C) would become two

clauses -'A V B and -'A V C.

It is no longer nece-sary W~ reduce a formula to clause !orm as nonclausal versions of

resolution have beon develo)ped. Thik improvement is not without its drawbacks though.

Lecause the structure and logical meauing of each term of a nonclausal tormula is more

complex than for clauses, the operations on the formulas are more complex. However

these prublems may be worked out. For more details )n a nonclausal connection-graph

resolution system, please s~ee Stickel 153J.

G. .-eary Resoluiion J

Resalution has been refined many ways since it was originally introduced. Theory

Tesolution, developed by Mark Stickel [541, is a somewhat deferent refinement. It I

* provides for a procedure, possibly different from resolutIOU, to help determine the

inconsistency of a set of ch;ýuse (it is extensible to noutlausai formulas) according to some

theory. In total theory resolution, this other piocedure IzL decision proctclure) would be

rejpcnsible for opevating an ti~e set of predicates in tkat tLtory. For illstanCe, for a

theerv of partial nrderingA nh vor0 Pdiwln would bte remnan.jble for determining the

conditions for inconsistency of a set of clauses containing the inequality predicate4"."

Once this decision pro-cedure his C'atermined conditions (su'bstitutions for fdree variables)

neceý,sary !or the inconsistency of the set of clauses containiug the predicat#-.- it 6~

responsible for, A set of. d vne3 contain-ing none of theie predicates is geuerated from the

origi:Lal set. Thiu set can then b~e given to the resolution theorem prover.

* ~Theorem! . (ul of inf,ýrence for total theory resolution.) 1,et S5 be a set of ground

clauses and P be a set of predicat~es (i.e., th'e predicates hi the theory). !,-t Sp be the set

* The th?orem5 and definitionts are firom Stickel [541.
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of all clauses of S containing only predicate symbols in P. Let $p be the set of all clauses

of S containing only predicate symbols not *- P. Let W be S - Sp - SP Let Wp be the

list of clauses Ci formed by restricting e. atause in W to just the predicates not in P. W L-P
- i V Di j !<i<n). Let Xbe the set of all clauses of the form Di V ... V Di where -. .:_

C .,...,C are all the clauses of Wp in a minimally inconsistent set of clauses lrom Sp, and

Wp Then S is inconsistent if and only iV S U X is inconsistent.

Definition. L4t C1 ,...,Cm be nonempty clauses and Di,...,Dm be claubes such that

each Ci V Di is in S and every predicate in Ci is in theory T and no predicate in Di is in

theory T. Let a ml,... omn be substitutions such that (C lall,...,C I• ' ,...," K
C,nmaml,...,Cmmn ) is minimally T-inconsistent. Then DIoll V ... V Dlo'ln V .. V

Dmraml V ... V Dmxrmn is a total theory reaolvcnt from S, using theory T'.

Presfurger arithmetic (integer addition and inequality) is a theory that is a

candidate for total theory resolution. In our application domain, if we restrict our time

points to bc. nondense (e.g., limit them to be in terms o! an integer number of seconds or

even nanoseconds), then we can use total theory resolution to separate out all the

predicates of inequality and addition of time points. The system would pas to the

separate decision procedure all the clauses concerning temporal relations. It would then

combine the resulting clauses with those remaining and perform its deductions on the

reduced problem. By effectively dividing the original set of clauses into two groups and

solving one, the explosive potential of the search for a solution due to the branchin6 fsctor 7v

(based upon the number of potent'ial matchet) is significantly reduced.

There is another restricted form nf thmet-v resMlutinn. nartial thery r~eslntinn that.

is less demanding on the decision procedure for the theory. Rather than working on sets

of clauses, the decision procedure only needs to deýermine a complete set of itubstitutions

and conditions for the inconsistency (according to the theory) of any pair of literals.

From this we can generate T-reaolvents of clauses containing predicates of the theory 7'.

As a simple example, --Fighter(P) is a T-resolvent of P52(P) and -,Bombcr(z) V r
-,Fighter(z) for a taxonomic theory containing BShr) -4 Bonaber(z). There is no need for N--

the system to derive or retain the clause -'B52() V Fighter(z). In effect, each deductive

step is more powerful, allowing solutions to be found in fewer steps and resulting in a

smaller search space.
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Definition. Let A and B be two literals. Then (E, -) where E is a clause nd a is a

substitution is a T-match of A and B if and only if T '--,Ao V -"Ba V I but not

T---Aa V E nor Th---Bor V E.

Definition. Let A be a literal and A V C be a clause and let a be a substitution

such that TH--.Aa. Then Ca is a T-reeolvent of A V C.

Definition. Let A and B be the nonempty clauses A, V ... V Am and B1 V ... V

Bn, let A V C and B V D be clauses, and let (Ei?5 i) be T-matches of Ai and Bj. Then

Co V Do V Er is a T-reaolvent of A V C and B V D where a is the most general

combined substitution of ol,... ,mn and E is Ell V ... V Emn-

For more details on theory resolution, please see Stickel [54].

H. Nonmonotonic Reasoning

With perfect knowledge, perfect plans could be made. With perfect plans, no plans

would ever need to be modified. But our knowledge of the real world is incomplete at

belt and n tionnally incorrert. Plans fail and we try to adapt.

A plan is a projection of future activity based upon present knowledge. If we learn

something new about the world, our knowledge changes and we may realize the plan will

f6i. If our new knowledge is that some explicit fact in our old beliefs was wrong, then it

is not too surprising that a plan would fail. Perhaps we believed that a plane had full

armament only to find out later it did not. A subtler problem arises when we gain new

knowledge that does not contradict any previous facts but does lead us to different
Con-,,e t. • th , ' -

had beea theught to be clear.

There has recently been considerable interest in nonmonotonic logic [40, 42, 39, 54J.

Classical logic is monotonic: facts deduced before the addition of more data are still

"deducible afterward. Whatever is deduced need never be retracted. In a nonmonotonic

logic, deductions may not be valid after more information is added. Extending a theory

may invalidate previous theorems.

One obvious use of this is for belief revision. If we believe some fact, then it is

natural to use it as a basis for deriving other facts. If we believe today to be Monday, we

go to work since we always do that on Monday. If we later determine that our belief was

wrong, that it is actually Sunday, our conclusions and actions must change. (Notice that
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the truth of "Today is Monday" does not really change in the real world. We use it as " -.

true in our deductions until we realize it was false.)

Another obvious use of nonmonotonic logic is default reasoning. If Polly is a bird,

then we presume Polly can fly since this is the normal case for birds. If we later find out

that Polly has its wings clipped, we must retract that deduction. We could add a

qualification that only birds whose wings are not clipped can fly. But then Polly might be

an apteryx, might have a broken wing, might be newly hatchei, et cetera. This is the

qualification problem [39]. We could continue to add qualifications but we would

probably never have all of them. Furthermore, we would have to check all the

qualifications each time we wanted to use the rule that birds fly.

All of the existing systems that reason about the real world use rules that could have ,"-N.

many qualifications attached. These systems probably have some of the relevant

qualifications for its rules but none will consider all the possible exceptions. Since our

system will be operating over the real world, we will probably also be subject to the same

problems. Likewise, we will encounter situations in which our belief of what is true in the

real world changes. We will need to use some form of nonmonotonic logic.

I. Truth Maintenance

The Truth Maintenance System (TMS) of Doyle [161] is an implementation of a

nonmonotonic logic system. In his system he keeps track of all the justifications for each

belief the system has and these are propagated during deductions. Suppose statement S,

is justified by the evidence E, and statement S2 is justified by Er Then if the TMS

V Aea,4 at.atampnt Aq frnm A. and ._. the statement SI is iustified by the coniunction of

E, and E_ along with the rule that derived S.9 As long as E1 and Ee are in, i.e. believed,

then S9 has well-founded (noncircular) support and so is believed and used. If, say, the

belief in E, changes, the system no longer believes in S, nor S8. Thus the proper belief of

the statements is maintained even in the face of changing hypotheses.

The methodology of the TMS seems to be right for our system since we are faced

with two major problems: 0,

e We must assume particular states for many features of the real world for ,..'..

which we have no direct, current knowledge (default reasoning).

* Invariably, some of our previous knowledge or assumptions will be proven
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wrong and we must recover without restarting.

The first of these problems is resolved by the default reasoning capability of the

TMS. One of the justifications that can be used for a statement is that some other ! .

statement is (or is not) believed. For instance, we may have the statement that a bird can

fly. One justification for that might be that there is no proof that the bird can not fly.

Thus if we know Polly is a bird and we have not found that Polly can not fly, we are

justified in believing that it can fly. If we later find that Polly's wings are clipped and we

have a rule that birds with clipped wings can not fly, we will add the statement that Polly .0

can not fly. But adding that statement removes the justification from the statement that

Polly can fly. The database is consistent; the apparent incoasistency disappeared.

The second of these problems is exactly what the TMS does: it automatically tracks"t.i

what beliefs are based on what other beliefs and can properly update the system as beliefs

change.

A TMS can do even more than this. If the system finds that a belief is in

contradiction with other beliefs (which are perhaps reports of the state of the real world),

then it can collect the set of beliefs upon which the erring beFief is based. If exactly one of

these is a default-tyne belief (i.e. nne ba-ed unonn the nonexistece nf annther beliefl. then

that is probably incorrect. The system can then retract that default belief and, in doing

so, retract any other beliefs based upon the apparently faulty belief. The spread of the

error can be limited in this way.

3. Uncertainty

Almost all of the knowledge we have about the world is uncertain to some extent.

We tend to rank observations as being fairly certain, depending on how good our senses

are. But even our senses may fail us. When information comes from outside, it is subject

to the same possibility of originally being wrong and is also subject to a failure of N

communication. This would include both data being lost or partially damaged as well as a ... "

misunderstanding about the data's content.

People often lessen the degree of uncertainty by gathering supportive evidence from

several sources. As the degree of support increases, the certainty of a belief likewise rises.*1 At some point, we stop looking for further evidence for the belief but will note any

contrary evidence. A belief is strongly believed when almost any contradicting evidence

would be discarded as probably in error rather than causing a reexamination of the belief.
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While people are rather adept at maintaining their beliefs and adjusting them

appropriately according to the evidence (although not everyone is that wise all the time!), -

computer systems have only recently attacked this problem. There are two main thrusts 'I

towards managing a set of beliefs in the face of uncertain evidence.

Probably the better known of these is that used in expert systems [17]. These

methods, based or. subjective Bayesian methods, deal with assignment of a numerical

weight to beliefs. The more certain a belief is, the higher its weight is. The evidence is

examined (typically by a rule-based system) and as more supportive evidence is found, the

weight is increased. If conflicting evidence is found, the weight is decreased. .

There auc a number of advantages and disadvantages this method of coping with

uncertainty. Compaters have been built with number-crunching in mind. It is much

easier to retain and process information that is represented by a few numbers. When an

evaluation is needed, generally a single answer can be given, e.g. "A has a weight of 0.9

and so is strongly indicated." If the domain has statistical validity, then this type system

is probably indicated. That is, if probabilistic reasoning is justified and the available

evidence c.ntributes to the determination of the probabilities, then a numeric system

would be appropriate. The mineral geology domain of Prospector [29] has this nature. K

For instance, che entire, surface of the earth presents a large number of possible mineral

sites while the data about actual mineral deposits is large enough to make statistical

observations.

Other problems with this numeiic analysis of uncertainty include the uncertainty of !7__ ,
the data and rules in the system. iu the Prospector case, a geologist informs the system "

that the presence of featvre F, and the absence of feature F2 give an indication of feature .c*

F3 with a certainty factor of p. There are two problems with this type of rule. One is

that the certainty fvitr is Uutyly an educated guess on the part of the geologist.t If his

guess is off, then calcuI•aions based on it 'will be off (but ma;' be tempered by other data).

Secondly, the geologist has chosen a certi:in set of indicators for the application of the

rule. He may have veglectAd to include other iadicators for or against the applicability of

A number of the diszlvantages presented here may be overcome by using Shafer-Dempster
theory [501. See especially the evidential reasoning work of Lowrance and Garvey [36].

'However, in other fields, the certainty factor may be Lawcd upon statistical studies and would
probably be accurate.
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this one rule. Even though they may be covered in other rules, this rule may give

unwarranted support for a belief. Only full testing of the system will indicate whether it
corresponds to the known examples in its domain.e

If the system returns a particular weighting far some fact, the actual numeric value

is not very accurate. These systems will generally classify the relative belief into one of

ten or so classes ranging from strongly indicated through indecisive to strongly
contraindicated. However, in doing the internal calculations, actual numbers are used and

could possibly lead to instabilities. It would be possible for a slight change in some .

numbers to lead to quite different conclusions.

Of course such systems are an improvement over a system that does not concern

itself with uncertainty-one that considers propositions to be only true or false. If a

system does not distinguish between the levels of belief in the knowledge that it knows, it

can not properly decide what paths of reasoning to follow. It might spend much of its

time wandering on deductive pathways that are based upon the slimmest evidence only to

find the evidence cut away later.
7-.,

On the other hand, a system that has knowledge about its levels of belief should be

able to better guide its search for new knowledge. It can choose to avoid reasoning that.

involves uncertain knowledge in favor of reasoning about more certain kno'.,vledge. Its

processing would be more likely constructive. Yet it can also postulate that some

uncertaiD knowledge is true (or false) and can consider the consequences. lit particular, it .'.

could do a Tcductio ad abaurdum reasoning and determine that the uncertain knowledge
would lead to contradictions.

How does one build such a system? Traditional predicate logic systems do not

differentiate between formulas excerpt as to whether they are true or false; there is no in-

between. However, this is a reflection of the system employing that logic rather than the

Alogic itself. While a two-valued logic does not allow for half-truths, the system employing%2,1

that logic may recognize that the path leading to some deduction is too tenuous to give

much credence to the deduction. So, although the logic may support particular

conclusions, the system can be selective about which deductions to allow to be added back

into the system. In this way, paths of reasoning which are more well founded will be

A followed.

In order, to retain completeness, the uncertain paths do not need to be. discarded. It
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would probably be advantageous to have some type of priority system that would take

into account the uncertainty of a formula along with other relevant information and

would order the formulas according to an expected utility. By basing the priority of a

formula on more than just its certainty factor, the system can better choose where its

search will go. A portion of the priority may be based upon the nature of the uncertainty

as well as or- the amount of uncertainty. For instance, suppose a belief has gained its

uncertainty as a result of being at the end of a long deductive chain, each link of which

added some more uncertainty. The system might examine what constituted the reason for

the uncertainty measure and choose to devalue the uncertainty as far as the priority was

concerned if the belief was important to the system. The reasoning behind this is that it

has no particular evidence to contradict the belief (but it is getting farther out on a limb) ,".

so, if the belief may be crucial in the reasoning, then it would be reasonable to go ahead

and try it. On the other hand, if there were contradictory evidence to the belief, then it

would not be as reasonable to use it.

We have not yet talked about how the uncertainty is judged or propagated. If we

already are keeping track of the basis for beliefs with a TMS, then it is not much more

difficult to keep track oi the associated certainties. The first couponent of a certainty

measure would be. based upon the certainty of the premises upon which the belief is based.

This not only includes the beliefs but also the rules that were used in deducing the belief

under question.

For the sake of efficiency, there should be some numeric estimate or ranking of

certainty for beliefs. Certainly the results of previous work on combining certainty

factors would be useful here. However, by keeping this other information, the system can

adjust its certainty factors as knowledge grows. If the certainty of one of the supporting

beliefs changes, then the certainty factor can be altered. The acquisition of further

information may posribly make moot earlier certainty considerations. For instance, . -

determining that it is, in fact, raining supersedes any earlier computations based upon a

forecast of rain. Any certainty factors based on the forecast should be removed from the

calcalation of the current certainty. With all the information around, this would be '.rei
possible.

There are still many factors to be considered in working witi uncertainty. A

different, but interesting and possibly applicable, approach has been ta.se'. 1y Cohen and -'.

Grinberg [141. Their system of using endorsements has a potentia4 " being useful for
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reasoning under uncertainty.
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V1 SUMMARY

Lives of individuals and the outcomes of battles and wars depend upon the accuracy

and responsiveness of military planning. In earlier times, when battles could take days

while troop movements and intelligence operations could take weeks, the length of time it

took to plan engagements was immaterial.

As technology has increased, the time dimension of tactics has shrunk. Especially in

the Air Force, the enemy can be engaged within minutes of a decision to do so. Likewise, W

the enemy can attack quickly in response to developments. Both tactical and defensive

planning must be done quickly-the side that is faster and better prepared will have the

advantage. Still, plans must be accurate. Planning too quickly may cause important

information to be overlooked-information that may affect whether the plan will achieve -

its goal. .

Again technology has comnpEcated the planning process as intelligence information -. .-

c... b lhpr-p almost imnstantaly. This plethora of infrmation offer pIanners a

better chance at having accurate plans but at the same time challenges them because of

its sheer volume. Information from radio communication, radar, and satellite .

reconnaissance is continuously gathered offering up-to-the-second status updates. The

amount of the raw information is immense, even by computer standards. Even after it is

digested, the available information car, only be selectively used by military planners.

Whomever most effectively uses this information will have the beat plans.

DCm5use h IIMFAVU R iuurruu4l IITUS SO Id iabu 1W jAS~ I YS A5P ~L-0US IV' VGU 0"OO 42UU F000101.7-

modify operations already under way. Determining if any adjustments or alterations of

the current plan are advisable suffers from the time-crtical deadlines in the execution of..

the plan. These are the points in the goal at which events are scheduled to occur from

which there is no simple backtracking. An example might be a plane's delivering its

ordinance. It will take a great deal of time before that plane is available to attack

another target.

So how can military planning take advantage of the vast information and yet be

responsive to the changing situations in an appropriately short time? Technology has I
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added the complications and can be used to manage them. Computers already process

raw information from sensors and output the digested form. Also they are used in

situations where human reaction time is too slow.

While people are the best judge of a plan if they understand all the complications

and ramifications of it, computers can also aid the planning process. One way is to use % .

them to investigate potential plans. If all the proper criteria have been included in the

programming, none of these will be forgotten or overlooked. Computers are ideal

database mnachines so they can easily keep track of supplies and other resources used in

the plan to make sure they are available. Their calculating abilities allow determining

"exactly when and where every entity in a plan should be at any moment. High speed 6

communications between computers provides for instant access to the latest information.

With these capabilities, computers should be able to support decision-making and

planning, but currently, for a number of reasons, they do not approach their potential use

in this field. One major reason is that understanding of planning and modeling of real

world situations are inadequate. These inadequacies involve:

* World models.
* A model of time.
* Understanding of inaccurate information.
e Propagating the effects of information and retracing (backtracking) that

propagation if necessary.
e Processing speed, especially as regards deduction and simulation.

"N .

In this report we have reviewed these difficulties and developed approaches to

solving them.

iWe presented an approacln UWwErUd LLsVlJU wUI UAU.,o '- ,•mjJ•, ,l,. m.W&111 1 Am

problems of state-based world models were discussed and temporal logic was presented as

an alternative means of describing the world and its changes.

This logic is based upon first-order predicate calculus but includes temporal TI
predicates to describe the validity of the formulas with respect to time. In this context we

define the concept of a STATE (all that is true at an instant), PROCESSES (that cause the

STATE to change over time), EVENTS (a description of a set of STATE changes), and

CIRCUMSTANCES (consisting of the initial state and the set, of processes that cause

change in the state). An EXPECTED HISTORY, based upon a view from some point in

time, describes what is believed (at that time) to have been true before then and also what
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is expected to be true in the future.

In Chapter IV we present that portion of the world model that describes plans. The

appendices contain examples of such a model. The CONTEXT of a plan is a descriptioa of

the world in which the plan is executed. This planned execution is the ACTIVITY while

the GOAL, PLAN, STEP, and TASK describe the plan itself. ACTIVITY REPORTS are

descriptions of what actually happens in the world when the plan is carried out. By

comparing these to the planned ACTIVITY (which contained the original EXPECTED

HISTORY, conditions may be found necessitating REPLANNING REPORTS which cause

the plans to be modified.

In Chapter V we present a design for a system to do real-time monitoring and

replanning. The MONITOR has overall responsibility for the system, interfacing both to

the people operating it and data reporting systems. Among the components it oversees

are the SIMULATION and DEDUCTION components. We feel that the deduction

component is the heart of any system to do execution-time monitoring and replanning.

While simulation 3ystems only allow the determination of future conditions from earlier

conditions, a deduction system can propagate conditions either forward or backward in

We discuss possible types of deduction systems that could be employed. Certain ,2.

refinements of resolution theorem proving appear to be the most promising for the task.

These have the advantage of being able to deal with a large body of facts quickly. Among

those we discuss are PROLOG, connection-graph resolution, and theory resolution.

Truth maintenance systems provide for auditing information used in deducing other

information. If some "fact" in a database is later found to be incorrect, the system can

gracefully recover by recanting just those facts dependent upon the erroneous data.

Reasoning in which some facts that may have been believed at one point are not

necessarily believed later are called nonmonotonic. For example, default reasoning, where

the default is presumed unless proven otherwise, is nonmonotonic. A truth maintenance

system is another example. Any system that deals with the uncertainties of the real

world, and especially a replanning system, must have a nonmonotonic deduction

capability. "-,/- -

Often we can quantify uncertainty; rather than say a proposition is true or false, we
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say it has an 80% chance of being true. We feel that including probabilities in the world

model, while eventually desirable, is currently premature. There are already enough

difficulties in creating and maintaining a -world model. However we do discuss some

approaches to handling uncertainties, such as expert systems.

An annotated bibliography of all the major articles pertaining to the subject domain

is included as an appendix.

We recommend that this line of study be continued. The next step in developing

an execution-monitoring and replanning system should be to build a small one along the

lines presented here for a limited world. There are many practical problems left and
attempting to build a system will expose the most critical ones so they may be studied

more closely. By building a limited system, certain obvious difficulties such as execution

speed can be avoided until the more theoretical problems are resolved. As the
implementation of more realistic solutions progresses, the processing requirements can be

studied to determine what, if any, modifications are necessary to the design to allow it to.,'

run on real-world models in real time.

-. 3
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Appendix A

Formal Model of Sample Scenario

The following is a partial model of the original plans of the example scenario in

Section 11-1). This shows how the plans and goAls fit together in our formalism.

Context:
Work Period: [TeiTend]

E~nvironment:
LOC(Targetl, Location(Targetl))
LOC(Target2, Location(Target2))
LOC(SA8 1, Location(SA8 1))
LOC(SA8 2 Loc ation( SA82)

2OC 2))s , o ai n A r a e)
LOC(Airbasel, Location(A~irba.se2))

LOG is used here to indicate that the locations are known to the planner.
This may be used in d-termining how long it takes to fly from Airbasel to

Distance(Location(Targzt2), Location(SA8 1)) < SA8range
Distance(Location(Target2), Location(SA8))< Arae

Distance would actually be computed, so this need not be included in any
real system bui' is included here~ for clarity.

DefeuseSA82 , SA8)

All 11)tfPf~n~v(x SARI and State(x.Punctional) =

All y (Distaxice(L~ocation(y), Location(x)) < SA8gra g' Protects(x, y)))
This specifies that, if the SA8 sjites are. working, they, protect Target2.

Other s tio may go here.

Sva~te Axioms:
Holdsat(Unprotected(Targetl), Tbtgm)
Holdsat(State(SA817 Functional), Tb 5 ).

Holdsat(State(SA82 7 ucinlTg~

Other STATE AXIOMS will go here.

hoe
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Activity:
A simplified vi-sual explanation of what follows is

P3- P4

PS Pd

* ~where PI is Plan 1, etc. Pi .- P2 means that P1 and P2 can be executed in parallel.
P3 -- > P4 means that P3 precedes P4. Both P3 and P4 are subplans of P2. Similarly,
both P5 and P6 are subplans of P3-

P1 is the attack on Targeti. P2 is the o-veral, plan to attack Target2. P3 is the
plan to knock out the defenses of Target2 while P4 is the actual attach on Target2. P5I
and P6 are the attacks on the indiv'idual SA8 sitas.

The formal structure of the Activity iB:

¶ Goals:

G 1 - Goal: I-oldsat(State(Targeti, Destroye-d), Ted

Rationale: Top-level goal

G2;: Goal: Holdsat(State(Targe2, Destroyedl, T--,)

Rationale: Top-levei goal

Plans-
"P1: This is a straghtfm-waurd plan in which there is only ntep: a mission (M!.) to

dst~troy Targeti.

Method/Schedule:1.
The procedural ne~work coutains only one Step: the mission MI. See '

Appen~5ix B for the description of a MISSION.
CoUU4tionS: The conditions are just~ thiose of the STEP: ~

HolcLbat(Unaprctected(Th'.getl), MlAttacklnterva!)OW

Holdsat(Assigned(M I Aircraft, MI), MIlaterval)
Holdsat(TakeoffOK tAirbasel, NI~), MlTakeof'flterval) '4*S

Holdsover( Olear(M1 OutPath), Mi Outlnterval)

Iioldsover(CleaijMl InPath), M1IipInterval)
Holdsover( LandingOK(Airbasei, Ml), Mi LandInterval)

Diwatiozn(M IAtt~acklnterval) > MinAttackinter-al(MI) '

Duration(M lAttackinte¶!val) < MaxAttacklnterval(M 1)

Uuration(MlTakeoffinterval) > MinTakeoflinter-fal(MA1)
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The first condition is found to be true because of the STATE AXIOMS and ,
an assignment of time to the variable endpoints of MiAttacklnterval. The
others will also be found true without causing any actions to be taken. L *
The CONDITIONS HISTORY will include the assumptions that these are

-based on, with pointers back to this plan.

Effects: The EFFECTS are just those of the STEP:

Holdsover(State(Targetl, Destroyed), [MiAttacklntervalend, Tend])

This effect will be placed on the CONDITIONS HISTORY with pointers
back to the PLAN that caused it. Note that this effect satisfies the GOAL
CONDITION foi G1. G

P2: This is a more complex plan. It is basically similar to PI but it requires a
subplan to satisfy the condition that Target2 he unprotected.

Conditions: Inherited from the ENVIRONMENT and STATE AXIOMS.
Effects: Inherited up from the suhplans but must include

£oIuold~aSaI4a(Targti, tiDestroyed), Ternd).
Method/Schedule: The procedural network contains two nodes: G3 and

G4. G4 is a goal to achieve the same condition that G2 has,
namely, the destruction of Target2. Because a condition needs .
to be achieved, the PLAN was not a simple STEP and so a
subgoal was necessary. G3 is the goal to achieve that
condition, the neutralization of the defenses of Targeti. " 2

G4:

Rationale: Satisfy the condition of G2 ..

P4: This goal has essentially the same plan as P1: a mission
(M2) that attacks the target. The difference is that some :. - -.

additional conditions are shared with G0. The attack
interval must be within 8 hours of the destruction of the .
SA8 sites.

Conditions: Inherited from P2 with the addition of the ./
effect of P3.

Effects: Holdsat(Stawe(Target2, Destroyed), .,.

[M2Attacklntervalend, Tend])
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G3:
Goal: Holdsiover(Unprotected(Target2),

M2Attacklnterval)
Rationale: Satisfy a condition for a STEP under P4

P3: The METHOD/SCHEDULE of this plan is a procedural
network of two nodes that may (or may not) be executed0
in parallel. The two nodes represent th, attacks on the
SA8 sites defending Target 2. These nodes will be Goals
G5 and G8.

Conditions: Inherited from P2.
Effects: Inherited up from PS and P6. By noting that

the only known defenses of Target2 are
destroyed over the required interval, the
EFFECTS will make it possible to prove that
the goal has been satisfied. (This requires
either confirming that these are indeed the only
defenses or using the closed-world assumption.)

05:
Goal: Hoildsover(State(SA8 1 , Destroyed), M2Attacklnterval)
Rationale: Satisfy the goal condition for G3

P5: This plan is just a step with a mission (M3) that attacks
SA8 1. The timing of the mission must be such that

M3Attacklntervakecil < M42Attacklntervalstart and
M3AttackIntervalend + 8 hours > M2AttackIntervale,,.j.

PA w .. irill ov P1.

Conditions: Inherited from P3
Effects: Holdsover(State(SA8 1, Destroyed),

[M3Attacklatervalefld,
M3Attacklutervalen + 8 Hours])

From this EFFECT and the timing -1
requirements, the GOAL of G5 can be shcrwn to .u
have been satisfied.

G&: is similar to G5, but is a mission (M4) agzinst SA8.-,
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Appendix B

Formal Model of an Air Interdiction Mission

Below we present an indication of how air interdiction missions can be modeled

within our forLalism.

Mission(Base, Aircraft, Target, OutPat~h, InPath, LaunchInterval,
Outlnterval, Attacklnterval, Inlnterval, Landlnterval)

The input specification must specify the upper bound of at least one interval and the

lower bound of at least one interval. All the other intervals can be computed from the

other parameters. It is an error if the specified times are incompatible.

Method:
Launch(Base, Aircraft);
Flyout(Aircraft, OutPath);
Eagage(Aircraft, Target);
? ivinAirUcrak l, inraL);
Land(Base, .Aircraft).

Schedule:
-ssr Launchlatervalstar

-mn Land~nterval~tar - LaunchIntervalefld
D X equals the sum of DePof all the subtaska.
Dmax - Landinterva~lmd - Launch~ntervaletart

Aircraft

Conditions:
HOLDSAT(Asaigned(Aircraft, This~ission), TSTART);
HOLDSAT(Prepared(Aircraft), TSTART);
HOLDSAT(Opett(Base, Runways), TSTART);
HOLDSOVER(Clear(OutPath), Outlaterval),
HOLDSOVER(Clear(InPath), Inlnterval),7
HOLDSOVER(Undefeaded(Target), Attacklaterval),
HOLDSOVER(Open(IBae, Runways), Landlnterval). ~
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Effects-.
HOLDSOVER(Busy(Aircraft), E~aukchlntervalstart, LandlntervaIead]);
HOLDSDURING(Stat~e(Target, Destroyedi). AfterAttackInterval),

'where AfterAttacklaterval is [Attzcklnterv3!ud Tend];F.-

V1

i 
.-

A %
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Appendix C

Listing of Process and Event Example - -

Here is an annotated listing of the program that processes constraints on the time Rn,

intervals for PROCESSES and EVENTS. K.
First, we create a process called TASKI that describes the activity of running for

five to ten minutes.

(CREATE-PROCESS 'TASKI 1(6 10) 'RUNNING)

(SHOW TASKi] - 21

PROCESS PROCESS-
NAME: TASKI

DUR: (6 10)
DESC: RUNNING
BEGIN:

This describes the beginning of the process. The beginning of a process is an EVENT, in

this case EVENT2.

EVENT EVENT2
NAME: EVENT2
DESG: (BDE•1 PROCESSI)
TIME: .-,N.

An EVENT takes place at an INSTANT. Here we describe that INSTANT. TA is the
earliest time at which the INSTANT migkt really have occurred, while TB is the latest --

t61mep TAO IBatx tL& connst~raint% nn TA wh1!. TAlO1;tatchfco~tr--- tIrn TIC Iitth

constraints on the INSTANT itself.

INSTANT INST2 "
DESC: (TIME EVENT2)

TA: MINTINdE
TB: MAXTIME

TAC: (*LE* (TA INST2) f*MINU.S* (T, INST3) 6))
(*aGE* (TA IdT1"q (*MINUS* (TA !NST3) 10)) 1

TUG: (*GE* (TO INST2) (*MINUS$ (TB INST3) 10))
(*LZ'* (TB INST2) (*MINUS* (M" 1iNST) 6))

IC: (FREC70ES (INST3 (5 10)))
END: A'E~ldD : ..

EVF3T EVENT3
NAIL: EVENT3 01 4
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DESC: (END PROCESS1)
TIME:

INSTANT INST3
DESC: (TIME EVENT3)

TA: MINTIME
TB: MAXTINE

TAC: (*GE* (TA INST3) (*PLUS* (TA INST2) 6))
(*LE* (TA INST3) (*PLUS* (TA INST2) 10))

TBC: (*LE* (TB INST3) ('PLUS* (TB INST2) 10))
(*GE* (TB INST3) (*PLUS* (TB INST2) 6))

IC: (~SUCCEEDS (INST2 (5 10))

Next we create another process or resting for a few (4 to 8) minutes. The result is directly

analogous to TASKI and will not be shown.

_(CREATE-PROCESS -TASK2 '(4 8) 'RESTING)

Now wc assert that resting (in a not too strenuous exercise plan) comes a few minutes

after running.

(ASSERT (AFTER TASK,2 TASKI '(3 61

The T indicates this can be asserted consistently, with the following results:

-(SHOW TASKI)
PROCESS PROCESSI

NAME: TASKI S'.
DUR: (5 10)

DESC: RUNNING
BEGIN:

EVENT EVENT2
NAME: EV'ENT2
DESC: (BEGIN PROCESSI)L

INSTANJT INST2
'DESC;, (TIME EVENT2)

TA: MINTINE
TB: MAXTIME

TAC: (*LE* (TA INST2) (*MINUS* (TA INST3) 6i))
(*GE' (TA INST2) (*MINUS* (TA INST3) 10))

TBC: (*GE* (TB INST2) (*MINUS* (TB INST3) 10))
(*LE* (TB 135T2) (*MINUS* (TB INST3) 5)

IC; (PRECEDES (I15T3 (5 10)))
END: 1.

EVENT EVENT3 -9.

NAME: EVENT3
DESO. (END PROCESSI)
TIME:
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INSTANT INST3
DESC: (TIME EVENT3)

TA: MINTIME ."
TO: MWlIiE

TAC: (*GE* (TA INST3) (*PLUS* (TA INST2) 5))
('LE' (TA INST3) (*PLUS* (TA INS-2) 10))
(*LE* (TA INST3) ('MINUS' (TA INST4) 3))
('GE. (TA INST3) (*MINUS* (TA INST4) 6))

TBC: ('LEO (TB INST3) (*PLUS* (TO INST2) 10)) L

('GE' (TB INST3) (*PLUS* (TO INST2) 5))
(*GE' (TO INST3) (*MINUS* (TO INST4) 6))
(*LE* (TI INST3) (*MINUS* (TB INST4) 3))

IC: (SUCCEEDS (INST2 (5 10)))
(PRECEDES (16ST4 (3 6))) 2.-.

(SHOW TASK2)
PROCESS PROCESS2

NAME: TASK2
DUR: (4 8) ,'.

DESC: RESTING
BEGIN:

EVENT E"ENT4
NAME: EVEW-4
DESC: (BEGIN PROCESS2)

INSTANT 1NST4
DESC: (TIME EVENT4)

TA: NINTIME
TB: MLXTIME

TAC: (*LE* (TA INST1 ) (*MINUS* (TA I1ST6) 4))
(*GE* (TA INST4) (*'INUS* (TA INSTO) 8)) ..- '
(*GE* (TA IST4) (*PLUS* (TA INST3) 3))
(*LE* (TA IST34) (*PLUS* (TA INST3) 6))

TBC: (*GE* (TO INST4) (*MINUS* (TO INSTS) 8))
(*LE* (T1 I1ST4) (*MINUS* (TB INST1 ) 4))
(OLEO (7B INST4) (*PLUS* (TB I1ST3) 6))
(*GE* (TO IN3r4) ('PLUS* (TI iN18$) 3)) -:N-

IC: (PRECEDES (1ST5 (4 8)))
(SUCCEEDS (1ST3 (3 6))) -a

END:

EVENT EVENTS

NAME: EVENTSDESC: (END PR.O=,. S2)".
TIME:

INSTANT lISTS -
DESC: (TIME EVENTS)

TA: MII•T"E
TO: NAXTIrE

TAC: (*GE* (TA 1NSTS) (*PLUS* (TA INST4) 4))
(*LE* (TA INSTS) (*PLUS* (TA INST4) 8))

TIC: (*L'* (TI INSTS) (*PLUS* (TO INST4) 8))
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(*GE* (TB INSTS) (*PLUS* (TB INST4) 4))
IC: (SUCCEEDS (CNST4 (4 8)))

Note that hew constraints have been placed between aspects of the beginning time of

TASK2 and the ending time of TASKI, but that the respective values of TA and TB

remain consistent and unchanged.

Now let us suppose we see someone running at about time 13. r

_(CREATE-EVENT 'SEE1 'RUNNING)

EVENT6SE)(SHOW SEEI)",--.-

EVENT EVENTS
NAME: SEE1
DESC: RUNNING
TIME:

INSTANT INST"
DESC: (TIME EVENTS)

TA: MINTIME M -1
TB: MAXTIME

TAC:
TBC:
IC:

(ASSERT (AT SEE1 '(12 141

_(SHOW SEE1)

EVENT EVENT5
NAME: SEE1
DESC: RUNNING
TIME:

INSTANT 115TO
DESC: (TIM- EVENTS)

T: 1-2
TB: 14

TAC: (*GEf (TA INSTO) 12)
TBC: (*LE* (TB INSTO) 14)

IC:

Now we assert that this is part of that person's exercise plan; specifically, that it

occurs during TASKI of our simple plan. : ..

(ASSERT (DURING SEEI TASKi))
T

We find that this can be done consistently, of course. This binds instants of our plan to

actual intervals, as constraints are propagated. The results are shown below; new and
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altered elements are marked by asterisks.

_(SHOW TASKI) . .-.

PROCESS PROCESSi
NAME: TASKI

DUR: (6 10)
DES•: RUNNING
BEGIN: 4

EMET EVENT2
NAME: EVENT2
DESC: (BEGIN PROCESSI)
TIME:

INSTANT INST2
DESC: (TIME EVENT2)

TA: 2 ., - .
TB: 14*

TAC: (*LE* (TA INST2) (*MINUS* (TA INST3) 6))
(*GE* (TA INST2) (*MINUS* (TA INST3) 10)) -.

(*LEC (TA INST2) (TA INSTG)) *
TBC: (*GE* (TB INST2) (*MINUS* (TB INST3) 10)) - -.. '

(*LE* (TB INST2) (*MINUS* (TB INST3) 5))
(*LE* (TB INST2) (TR INSTS))*

IC: (PRECDES (INST3 (5 10)) (INSTS (0 1o)))

EVENT EVENT3
NAME: E'VENT3
DESC: (END PROCE•S)1)
TIME:

INSTANT INST$
DESC. (TIME EVENT3)

TA: 12 *
TB: 24 *

TAC: (*GE* (TA INST3) (*PLUS* (TA INST2) 6))
(*LE* (TA INSTS) (*PLUS* (TA IIST2) 10))
(*.LE.* (TA INST3) (*MINUS* (TA INST4) 3))(,QEw (-T.- N8-7-3) (viiii-tiS- (TA &ST4) 63)) ...
(*GE* (TA WxST3) (TA INSTS)) *

T•C: (*LE* (TB INST3) (*PLUS* (TO IMST2) 10))
,.GE, (TB lMSTr) (*PLUS* (TB 115T2) 6)) tIA

(*GE* (TB INSTZ) (*MIIRJS* (TB INST4) 6))
(*LE* (TB INST3) (*MINUS* (TB INST4) 3))
(*GE* (TB INST3) (TB INST5))

IC: (SUCCEES (INST2 (6 10)) (lISTS (0 10)))
(PRECDES (INST4 (3 6)))

(SHOW TASK2)
PROCESS PROCESS2

NAME: TASK2
DUB: (4 8)

DESC: RESTING
BEGIN: _
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NAME: EVENT4
DESC: (BEGIN PROCESS2) '
TIME:

INSTANT INST4
DESC: (TIME EVENT4)

TA: 16 *
TB: 30 *

TAC: (*LE* (TA INST4) (*MINUS* (TA INSTS) 4))
(*GE* (TA INST4) (*MIMUS, (TA INSTS) 8))
(*GE* (TA INST4) (*PLUS* (TA INST3) 3))
(*LE* (TA INST4) (*PLUS* (TA INST3) 6))

TBC: (*GE* (TB INST4) (*MINUS* (TB INST5) 8))
(*LE* (TB INST4) (*MNINUS* (TB INST6) 4))
(*LE* (TB INST4) (*PLUS* (TB INST3) 6))
(*GE* (TB INST4) (*PLUS* (TB INST3) 3))

IC: (PRECEDES (INSTS (4 8)))

(SUCCEEDS (INST3 (3 6)))
END :"- , "

EVENT EVENS-s5
N A M E : E V E N T S 

.. .. _

DESC: (END PROCESS2)
TIME:

!-. : I.T_••

DESC. (TIME EVENTS)
TA: 19 *
TB: 38 *

TAC: (*GE* (TA INSTO) (*PLUS* (TA INST4) 4))
(*LE* (TA INSTS) (*PLUS* (TA INST4) 8))

TBC: (*LE* (TB INSTO) (*PLUS* (TB INST4) 8))
(*GE* (TB INSTS) (*PLUS* (TB INST4) 4))

IC: (SUCCEEDS (INST4 (4 8)))

(SHOW SEEL)

EVENT EVENTO
NAm: SEEL
DESC: RUNNING
TIME:

INSTANT INST6
DESC: (TIME EVENT. )

TA: 12
TO: 14

TAC: (*GE* (TA INSTS) 12)
(*GE* (TA INSTS) (TA INST2)) *
(*LE* (TA INST6) (TA INST3)) *

TBC: (*LE* (TB INSTS) 14)
(*LE* (TB INST) (TB INST3)) *
(*GE* (TB INSTO) (TB INST2)) *

IC: (PRECEDES (INST3 (0 10)))
(SUCCEEDS (INST2 (0 10))) 7-
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Now suppose we see that person resting at about time 20 and we assert -this as being part

of his exercise activity.

(CREATE-EVENT ISEE2 IRESTING)
*YVENT7

(ASSERT (AT SEE2 '(18 22]
T

(ASSERT (DURINiG SEE2 TASK23

We find this is possible, and that it further constrains the intervals. The results axe

shown on the following pages, with these changes also marked by asterisks.

(SHOW TASKI)
PROCESS PROCESSI

NAME: TASK1

DESC: RUNNING
BEGIN:

EVENT EVENT2
NAME: EVENT2
DESC: (BEGIN PROCESSI)
TIME:

INSTANT INST2
DESC: (TIME EVENT2t!

TA: 2
TB: 14

TAC: (*LE* (TA INST2) (*MINUJS* (TA INST3) 5))
(*GE* (TA INST2) (*MINUS* (TA INST3) 10))
(*LE* (TA INST2) (TA I15T5))

TEC: (*GE* (TB INST2) (*MINUS* (TB INST3) 10))
(*LE* (TB INST2) (*MINUS* (TB INST3) 5))
(*LE* (TB INST2) (TB INST8))

IC: (PRECEDES (INST3 (5 10)) (INSTO (0 10)))
END:

EVENT EVENTf3
NAME: EVENT~3
DESC: (END PROCESS1)
TIME:

INSTANT INST3
DESC: (TIME EVENT3)

TA: 12
TB: jg9

TAC: (*GE* (TA IMST3) (*PLUS* (TA INST2) 5))
(*LE* (TA INST3) (*PLUS* (TA INST2) 10))
(*LE* (TA INST3) (*MINUS* (TA INST4) 3))
(*GE* (TA INST3) (*MINUS* (TA INST4) 6)) :~- -

(*GE* (TA INST3) (TA IHSTS))
TBC: (*LE* (TB INST3) (*PLUS* (Ta INST2) 10)) hi-o
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(*GE* (TB INS13) (*PLUS* (TB 1NST2) 5))
(*GE* (TB INST3) (*MINUS* (TB INST4) 6))
(*LE* (TB INS/3) (*MINUS* (TO INST4) 3))
(*GE* (TB INST3) (TB INSTO))

IC: (SUCCEEDS (INST2 (6 10)) (INSTO (0 10))) "
(PRECEDES (INST4 (3 6)))

(SHOW TASK2)
PROCESS PROCESS2

NAME: TASK2
DUR: (4 8)

DESC; RESTING
BEGIN:

EVENT EVET4
NAME: EVENT4
DESC: (BEGIN PROCESS2)
TIME: ., ,

INSTANT INST4
DESC (TIME EVENT4)

TA: 15
TB: 22*

TAC: (*LE* (TA INS/4) (*MINUS* (TA INSTS) 4))
(*GE* (TA INST4) (*MINUS' (TA INSTS) 8))

(*LE* (TA INST4) (*PLUS* (TA INST3) 6)) '"

(*LE* (TA INS/4) (TA INST1)) *
TBC: ('GES (TB INST4) (*MINUS* (TB INSTS) 8))

(*LE* (TB INST4) (*MINUS* (TB INST6) 4))'
(*LE* (TB INST4) (*PLUS* (TB INS3) 6)) "
(*GE* (TB INST4) (*PLUS* (TB INST3) 3)) ,
(*LE* (TB INST4) (TB INST)) *.

IC: (PRECEDES (INSTS (4 8)) (INST7 (0 8)))
(SUCCEEDS (INST3 (3 6)))

END:

NAME: EVENTS
DESC: (END PROCESS2)
TINE:

INSTANT INST6
DESC: (TIME EVENTS)

TA: 19
TB: 30'

TAC: (*GE* (TA INSTS) (*PLUS* (TA INS/4) 4))
(*LE* (TA INSTS) (*PLUS* (TA IrS14) 8))
(*GE* (TA INS15) (TA INS/7)) *

TBC: (*LE, (TB INTO) (*PLUS* (TB INST4) 8))
(*GE* (TB INS15) (,PLUS* (TB INST4) 4))
(*.GE* (1D INSTS) (TB INST/))

IC: (SUCCEEDS (INST4 (4 8)) (INST? (0 8)))

Now we we resting at about time 10. When we try to place this fact during TASK2 of the
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exercise plan, an inconsistency is discovered. The reason for this is that 15 is the earliest

the process can start if it is to be consistent with prior assertions.

(CREATE-EVENT 'SEE3 'RESTING) -
EVENT8

(ASSET (AT SEE3 '(g 11)))
T

(ASSERT (DURING SEE3 TASK2))

CAN'T ASSET THE STATEMENT (DURING SM TASK2) "
AS (*GE* (TA INST8) (TA INST4))
CAUSES A CONTRADICTION AT INSTANT INST8
NIL"

_(SiOW INSTS)

INSTANT INSTS
DESC: (TIME EVENT8)

TA: 15
TB: 11

TAC: (*GE* (TA INST8) 9)
TBC: (*LE* (TB INST8) 11)
IC: (PRECEDES (INST6 (0 8)))

(SUCCEEDS (INST4 (0 8)))
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Appendix D

An Annotated Bibliography

1. Allen, J. F., "A General Model of Action and Time," Technical Report TR-97,
-Department of Computer Science, University of Rochester, Rochester, New York
"(November 1981).
Discusses a ýemporal logiz based an intervals of time, predicates over intervals (e.g., {:',"

BEFORE) and the predicate HOLDS for conditions at times. Presents a set of
axioms to serve as a basis for reasonihg about time.

.2. Allen, J F., "Ai' Intezrval-Based Representation of Temporal Knowledge,"
Procetdings of the International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligrnce,
pp- 221-226, University of British Columbia, Viucouver, B. C., Canada (August
1981).

'.-.,

Introduces a hierarchical, interval-based approach to representing time and
anwintaifing cur-ent discourse time. 4

3. Appelt, D. E., "A Planner for Reasoning about Knowledge and Action," Proceedings
of the National Conference on Artificial Intelligence, pp. 131-133, Stanford
University, Stanford, California (August 1980).

Describes his KAMP planning system, based upon the NOAH system [471, but using - ..
the possible-worlds-semantics approach to representing knowled*,e about bllief.

4. Bledsoe, W. W. and W. M. Tyson, "Typing and Proof by Cases in Program
Verification," in Machine Intelligence 8 (Ellis Horwood Limited, Chichester,
England, 1977).

Describes procedures added to a natural deduction theorem prover to handle
inequalities and equalities and proof by case.

5. Borning, A., "The Programming Language Aspects of ThingLub, A Constraint-
Oriented Simulation Lai rator,"' ACM Tran5. on Programming Languages or, d •.-•

• .• Systems, Vol. 3, No. 4, pp. 353-387 (October 1981).

Discusses an object-oricated, constraint propagation approach to simulation.

6. Bortels, W. H., "The Mission Effectiveness Program: Aa Analyst's View," Proc. 1980
Winter Simulation Confererce, pp. 41-49 (1980).
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An adaptable simulation system to assist U.S Navy personnel in evaluating changes
in mission effectiveness because of new or reallocated combat units (e.g., aircraft,
radars). 6

27 Bresina, J., "An Interactive Planner that. Creates a Structured, Annotated Trace of
its Operation," Technical Report CBM-TR-123, Rutgers University, New Brunswick,
New Jersey (December 1981).

Describes an interactive planning system, PLANX1O, that operates with an
incomplete knowledge base and can generate partial plans.

8. Brown, D. R., et al, "R&D Plan for Army Applications of Al/Robotics," Final
Report, Contract DAAK7O-81-C-0250, SRI Project 3736, SRI International, Menlo
Park, California (May 1982).

Report to tbie Army to help shape the research and development plan for .-

appli'ýations of artificial intelligence and robotics in combat and combat support. Of
special interest is the discussion of a Brigade Mission Planning Aid.

9. Carbonell, J. G., "The Counterplanning Process: Re-isoning Under Adversity,"
Proceedingae of the International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence,
pp. 124-130, Tokyo, Japau (August 1979).

Describes a strategy-based model of planning for dynamic plan adaptation and
replanaing in obstructive and constructive counterplanning situations. .1

* 10, (2haag,,C. L., "DEDUCE: A Deductive Query Language For Relational Data Bases,"
in Pattern Pieccgnition and Artificial Intelligence (Academic Press, New York,
1977).

Disrusses the uae of gerseral intensional rules to reduce complex queries to specific
dabase requacts, whovse rcsul),s must be comibined logically to generate appropriate

respoeses.

11. Chee~emaD, P., "A Representatioa of Time for Planuing," SPI Artificial Intelligence
Center Technical Note (firthcoming), Slil Internationa!, Menlo Park, California

Describes a proposed system in PROL~OG !~or r:!pretbantirg time in a planning
system. Tv is abe to handle continuously changing variables and causal chains.

all, 12. Clifford, J., and D. S. Warren, "FormAl Sem-,.ntics for Timre in Databases," Technical
Report TR #81/0214, Department of Computer Science, SUNY at Stony Brook,
Stonj Brook, New YorL (November 1981).
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Describes a model for dynamic data bases that incorporates the intension and
extension concepts of Montague. This is similar to the bur suggested approach, as it
has a sequence of time-stamped data base instances with means for %le('ucing values
at unstamped times. V

13. Clocksin, W. F. and 0. S. Mellish, Pro grammning in Prolog, (Springer-Verlag, New
York, 1981).

Describes both programming in Prolog and the nature of lugic programming. -)

14. Cohen, P. R. and MI. R. Grinberg, "A Theory of Heuristic Reasoning about
Uncertainty," Al Magazine, Vol. 4, No. 2, pp. 17-24 (1983)

This is a clear, but relatively shallow, introduction to a theory of reasoning about

uncertainty based on a representation of states of certainty called endorsements.
This system is used in their portfolio management sxpert system, FOLIO, 'I he basic

idea is similar Wo a TMS [16] but differentiates among types of support. The more -

support (endorsements) for a conclusion, the more confidence the system ha.- that it
is right. When the justificat.ioni for a conuclusion are stronger, the m~ore weight, it
has when endorsing other conclusions.

15. Corkill, D. D., "tHierarchical Planning in a D~istributed Environment," Procceding.
of the iniernaiionai joini Coniference on ArcificialiInieiiigernce, pp. 168-176,
Tokyo, Japan (August 1979).

Describes a generalization of NOAH 147] to a system with multiple )uianning centei,'..

10. Doyle, J., "A- Truth Maintenance System,"' Artificial Intelligence, Vol. 12, No. 3, pp.
231-272 (1979).

Presents a reasoning system that k',ý,ps track of its beliefs and the reasons for those
beliefs. The system is capable of revising its beliefs and property propagating the
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support (justifications), the removal of a belief from the system results in the
removal of the support of some coaiclusions, based upon that belief.

17. Duda, R. 0., P. E. Hart, and N. Nilsion, "Subjective Bayesian Methods for Rule-
Based Inference Systems," SRI Artificial Intelligence Center Technical Note 124, SRI

International, Menlo Park, California (1978).
t-t:

18. Engleman, C., C. H. Berg, and M. Bib:;hoff, "KNOBS: An Experimental Knowledge
Based Tactical Air Mission Planning System and a Rule Based Aircraft Identification
Simulation Facility," Proceeding. of the International Joint Conference on

Artificial Intelligence, pp. 247-249, Tokyo, Japan (August 1979). kwk
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Discusses a planning system using frames and a rule -based production system.
Although the early sysa.em was not interactive, it later- became so.

19. Engleman, C., E. A. Scarl, and C. H. Berg, "Interactive Frame Instantiation"
Proceedings of the N~ational Conference on Artificiil Intelligence, pp. 184-188,
Stanford University, Stanford, California (August 1980).

A later version of KNOBS [181 in -which the user of the system helps to supply or
control constraint verification. The constraints are the slots within the frames that -.

represent such entitie5 as interdiction missions.

7 49/i F3letti,. J., "PANDORA - A Program for Doing Commonsems Planning in Complex
fAuations," Proceedings of the National CofeneonAticlItlign,

ý-_pp. 185-188, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (August 1982).

A pF!nning program that creates plans in two commonsense domains, (1) everyday
~i.iatonsand (2) an operating-system consultant, using hierarchical planning and

meta-p~anning. The system interleaves creation, simulation, and revision of plans.
* It -jmulates the plan at the top level and puts the actions and effects of the plan

into the future data base. Inferencing is then done to determine 'whether there are

* any problems associated with the act~ions. If so, the plans are modified o avoid the
'problems.

21. Faught, W. S., P. Klahr, and G. R. Martins, "An Artificial Intelligence Approach to
Large-Scalc Simulation," Proc. 1980 Suminer Simulation Confcrenci, Seattle,

Washington (August 1980). ~.

Discusses sigvificant aspects of the ROSS simulation system, which attempts to
improve the adaptability and comprehensibility of tactical air simulations. The
system is further described in reference [371.

22. V;'a. R P. % and N_ J_ Nibnmon- "STRIPS: A New Approach to the AuDDlication of
Theorem Proving to Problem Solving," Artificial Intelhsyence, Vol. 2, No. 3/4, pp.
189-208 (1971). T
Describes an early planning syutem that served as a model for inany subsequxent
planning systems.

23. Fikes, R. E., "Monitored Exe-cution of Robot Plans Prodwced by STRIPS,"
Proceedings IFIP Con gress 1971, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia (1971).

PLANEXI, a very early system based on STRIPS [221, considered execution of plans
in a real environment. Before each step of the plan, all the goals are checked
backward from the fiual goal until one is found that is true. The step is then taken
that will move from that goal state to the next and the process is reipeated. If the
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step fails to achieve its goal, this mechanism ensures that it 'will be repeated.

24. Fikes, R. E., P. E. Hart, and N. J. Nilsson, "Learning and Executing Generalized
Robot Plans,? Artificial Intelligence, Vol. 3, No. 4, pp. 251-288 (1972).

A further description of the PLANEX system [23].

25. Foy 4. S., "The Intelligent Management System: An Overview," Technical ReportL
CMu-JRI-TR-8 1-4, Robotics Institute, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania (August, 1981).

Discusses the role of simulation in pioduction control decision-making. Their system
is object,-oriented, discrete-event, and closely tied to a windowed-graphics interface.'

28. Gaines,R1. S., W. E. Naslund, and R. Strauch, "Combat Operations Decisionmaking
in Tactical Air Command and Control," Rand Note N-1633-AF, The Rand
Corporation, Santa Monica, California (December 1980).%

Discusse current procedures in Combat Operations of a TACO. Notes need for
information systems maintaining up-to-date plan status and plan interrelationships.

27. Gallaire, H., and J. Minker, Logic And Databases, (Plenum Press, New York, 1978).

An import-ant book on the ge'nerai topic of the reiationship between data bases and
logic.

28. Georgeff, M. and U. Bor~ollo, "Procedural Expert Systems," Procelading. &wf the
International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Karlsruhe, Went
Germany (August 1983).

Describes a system of adding procedural information into expert systems. Can be
used for planning. .

29. Hart, P. E., "Prospector - A Comp-ater-Based Consultation System for Mineral
Exploration," Interiiational Association for Mathematical Geology, Vol. 10, No.
&-8 (1977).

30. Hayes, P. J., "The Naive Physics Manifesto," in Expert System. in the Micro-
electronic Age, D. Michie (ed.), pp. 2424~70 (Edinburgh University Preas,
Edinburgh, 1979).

Discusses issues of qualitative, yet formal, models of the real world that people seem
to use in reasoning about expected events and explaining past events. Time models
play a fundamental role in this reasoning.
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31. Hayes-Roth, B., et al, "Modeling Planning as an Incremental, Opportunistic Process,"-
Proceedings of the International Joint Con fercnce on Atificial Intelligence,
pp. 375-383, Tokyo, Japan (AugmLt 1979).

Describes a planning model for an errand-running domain. The main purpose of the
system is to test the sufficiency of the planning model as a psycholcgical theory.
The system itself is similar to Hearsay-ll.

32. Hendrix, G. G., "Modeling Simultaneous Actions and Continuous Processes,"
Artificial Intelligence, Vol. 4, No. 3/4, pp. 145-180 (1973).

An early paper that indicated the need for event-based simulation in the attempt to "

model real-world planning.

33. Klahr, P., D. Mcrthur, and S. Narain, "SWIRL: An Object-Oriented Air Battle
Simulator," rlroceedin.,is of the National Conference on Artificial Intelligence,
pp. 331..334, Carnegie-Mellon Unive.-sity, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (August 1982).

This puiper describes a simulation system written in ROSS. The objects in the
system pass messages back and forth. The behavior of an object is evidenced by the
sets of messages it sends. This simulation is fairly coarse-grained, allowing most
details to be ignored and minimizing the execution time.

34. Konolige, X., "A First-Order Formalization of Knowledge and Action for a r
Multiagent Planning System," SRI Artificial Intelligence Center Technical Note 232,
SRI International, Menlo Park, California (December 1980).

Discusses a logic of belief and knowledge necessary for planning in multiple-agent
contexts. Each agent. has a data base of believed propositions, including, beliefs as to ,.
thLe contents of other agents' data bases.

:5. .. "tlie. K. and N. J. Nilswu, "Miltiple-Agent Planning Systems," Proceedings of
t National 'orvftre.4ce on Artificial Intelligence, pp. 138-141, Stanford

L veqsity, Stanordw, California (August 1980).

Analyzes problems of reasoning about :.ther cooperative agents, what they believe,
and wh~I they may do.

36. Lowra•nce, J. D., and T. D. Garve), "Eviden"ia! Reasoning: An Approach to the
Simulation of a Weapons Operation Center," Technical Report SRI International,
Menlo Park, California (1983). "

Describes evidential reasoning, properly incorporating uncertain and incomplete
evidence, based upon a Shafer-Dempster approach.
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37. McArthur, D., and P. Klahr, "The ROSS Language Manual," Rand Note N-1854-AF,
The Rand Corporation, Santa Monica. California (1982).

38. McArthur, D., R. Steeb, and S. Cammarata, "A Framework for Distributed Problem
Solving," Proceedings of the National Conferevice on Artificial Intelligence,
pp. 181-184, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (August 1982).

Lach aircraft in the domain of air traffic control is considered an agent that must
cooperate with others to achieve a conflict-free plan. Each can gather and distribute e
information, create, et'aluate, fix, and execute plans. "...in situations where a given
agent is not the sole cause of change,and therefore where not all important
consequences of a planned action can be foreseen at the time of planning, it is
essential that the agent be able to effectively interleave information gathering,
planning and execution tasks." Eacii agent in this system notices problems in plans
by comparing its plans with the stated intentions (plans) of the other agents and by
reviewing new information for consistency with beliefs about the others' plans.

39. McCarthy, J., "Circumscription-A Form of Non-Monotonic Reasoning," Artificial
Inteligence, Vol. 13, pp. 27-39 (1980).

Describes circumscription which is just the assumption that everything that is
known to have a particular property is the entire set of objects having that
property. Also discusses the qualification problem: How can you so completely
specify all the information so that there are not some qualifications that you have
not covered. For example, when you decide that a boat may be rowed to an island,
did you specify that the boat wouldn't sink, that the water is not too shallow or
rough, that there are oars, etc. Circumscription allows you to bypass this problem
by specifying that nothing that was Dot considered is relevant.

-4

40. McDermott, D. and J. Doyle, "Non-Monotonic Logic I," Artificial Intelligence, Vol.
13, pp. 41-72 (1980).

Most logical systems presume that new information adds to and does not contradict
earlier information. Non-monotonic logical systems do not have this property: new
axioms can invalidate old theorems. This paper presents a reasonably thorough "*-
introduction to such a logic and its relation to other logics. Non-monotonic logic is
critical for systems in which beliefs may need to be changed. This paper is related
to Doyle's TMS paper [161. .

41. McDermott, D., "A Temporal Logic for Reasoning About Processes and Plans," •
Cognitite Science, Vol. 0, No. 2, pp. 101-156 (1982).

Discusses problems that arise when one tries to base temporal reasoning purely on .'.-
conditions true at points iL. timt.. Gives a set of axioms for reasoning in this model '.-
of time.
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42. McDermott, D., "Nonmonotonic Logic HI: Nonmonotonic Modal Theories," J. ACM,
Vol. 29, No. 1, pp. 33-57 (1982).

A follow-up to the first Nonmonotonic Logic paper [401, this paper contains more
technical presentations of the logic along with a discussion of its shortcomings..

43. Reiter, R., "Deductive Question-Answering on Relational Data Bases," Technical
Report 77-15, Department of Computer Science, University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, B. C., Canadi (October 1977).

Similar to [10]; discusses the interface between a relational data base and logical
statements whose truths are to be determined relative to that data base.

44. Rosenschein, S. J., "Plan Synthesis: A Logical Perspective," Proceedings of the
International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, pp. 331-337, University
of British Columbia, Vancouver, B. C., Canada (August 1981).

Discusses a representation for planning as dedactive theorexa-proving in a
propositional dynamic logic. The system allows for the straightforward statement

and solution of disjunctive goals.

45. Rosenschein, J. S., "Synchronization of Multi-Agent Plans," Proceedings of the
National Conference on Artificial Intelligence, pp. 115-119, Carnegie-Mellon
University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (August 1982).

Describes a planning system that creates plans for multiple agents to carry out. The
design is concerned with the scheduling and communication necessary for the agents'

actions to occur in the correct order.

48. Sacerdoti, E. D., "Planning in a Hierarchy of Abstraction Spaces," Artificial
Intelligence, Vol. 5, No. 2, pp. 115-136 (1174).

Describes ABSTRIPS, which is based on STIUPS [22] but solves goals hierarchically.

47. Sacerdoti, E. D., A Structure for Plans and Behavior, (Elsevier North-Holland, New
York, 1977).

Describes NOAH (Nets Of Action Hierarchies), a planning system upon which many
other systems are based. NOAH encodes the plan as a procedural net upon which it
operates. Subgoals are generated in parallel, but, if a critic later discovers that they VO-
cannot be executed in parallel, NOAH linearizes the plan. NOAH interacts with the 72
user to carry out its plan. If the user reports that the next plan step is not possible,
NOAH tries to find where the plan has failed by asking the user to confirm that
each plan step has been carried out properly.
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48. Sacerdoti, E. D., "Problem Solving Tactics," Proceeding8 of the International Joint
Conference on Artificial Intelligence, pp. 1077-1085, Tokyo, Japan (August 1979).

An overview of a number of basic strategies for planning systems and a variety of
tactics for improving their efficiency.

49. Schwartz, R. L., P. M. Melliar-Smith, and F. H. Vogt, "An Interval Logic for
Higher-Level Temporal Reasoning: Language Definition and Examples," CSL 138,
SRI International, Mealu Park, California (February 1983).

Describes a temporal logic based on intervals that was developed for program -:

verification. The ideas are interesting because of the parallels of program execution
as compared to plan execution.

50. Shafer, G., A Mathematical Theory of Evidence, (Princeton University Press,
Princeton, New Jersey, 1978).

51. Sridharan, N. S., and J. L. Bresina, "Plan Formation in Large, Realistic Domains,"
Technical Report CBM-TR-127, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New York
(March 1982).

A further descriptiont of PLANX-O [71.

52. Steeb, R. and S. C. Johnson, "A Computer-Based Interactive System for Group N9.
Decisionmaking," IEEE Trane. on Systems, Man, and Cyber., Vol. 11, No. 8, pp.
544-552 (August 1981).

Discusses an interactive technique for the determination and evaluation of options.

53. Stickel, M. E., "A Nonclausai Connection-Graph Resolution Theorem-Proving
Program," Proceedinga of the National Conference cn Artificial Intelligence,
pp. 229-233, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (August 1982). ,* "-

Describes one of the most convenient and most powerful of the current theorem
proving programs. The present implementation is designed for a system that will
have larger amounts of information available for deductions than most theorem
proving systems have handled in the past. The system has been designed to reduce
overhead and to minimize the explosive combinatorics of having many possible
deductions to follow. The connection graph is one feature that reduces the number
of possible matching expressions.

54. Stickel, M. E., "Theory Resolution: Building in Nonequational Theories," SRI
Artificial Intelligence Center Technical Note 286, SRI International, Menlo Park,
California (May 1983).
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Introduces the concept of separating out nonequational theories (e.g. theories
involving inequalities such as those dealing with time) from the normal deduction
(resolution) process. By separating thee out, special purpose techniqi -s may be 0
brought to bear upon them without hiudering the normal deduction. Furthermore,
by splitting the proof into two parts, the combinatorics are reduced. The paper
presents both total and partial theory resolution.
(To be presented at AAAI-83.)

55. Thorndyke, P., D. McArthur, and S. Cammarata, "AUTOPILOT: A Distributed
Planner for Air Fleet Control," Technical Report N-1731-ARPA, The Rand
Corporation, Santa Monica, California (Juiy 1981).

56. Trigg, R. H., "A Parallel Approach to the Interactive Design and Simulation of
Mechanisms," Technical Report TR-992, Department of Computer Science,
University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland (December 1980).

Discusses the distribution of object-oriented simulations within multiple-processor
environments.

57. Vere, S., "Planning in Time: Windows and Durations for Activities and Goals,"
Technical Report NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California
(November 1981).

Describes a planning system that blends concepts of procedural networks, as
developed in artificial intelligence, with concepts for scheduling tasks developed in .. . "
management.

58. Vilain, M. B., "A System for Reasoning about Time," Proceedings of the National ,wi
Conference on Artificial Intelligence, pp. 197-201, Carnegie-Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (August 1982).

Describes a set of operators over time intervals and points that maintain relations
among them. The system does concern itself with consistency maintenance.

59. Wali, R. S. and E. L. Rissland, "Scenarios as an Aid to Planning," Proceedings of
the National Conference on Artificial Intelligence, pp. 176-180, Carnegie-Mellon
University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (August 1982).

This system searches a data base of past experiences to find siuations similar to the V"@1
present. These are then modified to fit the present situation and are offered to the
user for review. He is able to see, based upon these past experiences, what events ..

are likely to occur in the future.
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60. Ward, B. and G. McCalla, "Error Detection and Recovery in a Dynamic Planning
Environment," Proceedings of the National Conference on Artificial Intelligence,
pp. 172-175, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (August 1982).

ELMER is a planning system with features for preventing execution errors (by
having contingency plans for predictable problems). This paper discusses features.
for handling unexpected errors. Two approaches to error detection are indicated:
(1) explicit error transitions (if event A happens, then an error has been made) and
(2) execution monitoring (by which they mean confirmation that what occurs is
indeed what was expected). The error recovery methods are specifically associated
with the domain and involve retracing of the path taken (by a taxi) or exploring to
find the correct path again.

81. Warren, D.H.D., "WARPLAN: A System for Generating Plans," Memo No. 76,
Department of Computational Logic, University of Edinburgh (June 1974).

Based upon STRIPS [22], but programmed in PROLOG; uses first-order logic to
create plans.

82. Wesson, R. B., "Planning in the World of the Air Traffic Controller," Proceeding.
of the International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, pp. 473-479,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts (August 1977).

Describes a program that acts as an air traffic controller. The program works by
simulating the real world in an idealized world using a production system to
generate to respond to events. The program compared favorably to real traffic -

controllers.

63. Wesson, R., and F. Hayes-Roth, "Dynamic Planning: Searching through Time and
Space," Technical Report P-8286, The Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California 7.:

(February 1979). -

84. Weyhrauch, R. W., "Prolegomena to a Theory of Mechanized Formal Reasoning,"'
Artificial Intelligence, Vol. 13, pp. 133-170 (1980).

Describes the ideas behind his FOL (First Order Logic) program. Of particular
interest is his simulation structures. A simulation structure provides a computable "..
counterpart to deduction. Rather dhan using deduction to determine if a fact (e.g.
an arithmetic fact) is true, a program that knows about arithmetic can be executed.
It may return that the fact is true or false or that it can not decide. This MMS
combination of deduction and simulation (execution) is even more important when
checking a proposal by deduction may take very much longer than it would take to
determine that it was false by simulation.
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85. Wilkins, D. E. and A. E. Robinson, "An Interactive Planning System," SRI Artificial
Intelligence Center Technical Note 245, SRI International, Menlo Park, California
(July 1981).

Discusses a system (SIPE) for planning and plan execution monitoring with plan

modification by the user. Uses a procedural network of actions as the representation 7.

for the plan. Allows for parallel or sequential actions.

66. Wilkins, D. E., "Parallelism in Planning and Problem Solving: Reasoning about

Resources," SRI Artificial Intelligence Center Technical Note 258, SRI International,
Menlo Park, California (January 1982).

A further enhancement of SIPE [651. Reasoning about resources that are used in

parallel branches of a plan is streamlined according to the nature of usage of the .

resource.

67. Wilkins, D. E., "Domain Independent Planning: Representation and Plan

Generation," SRI Artificial Intelligence Center Technical Note 286, SRI

International, Menlo Park, California (August 1982).

A detailed description of SIPE [85]. This paper describes SIPE's use of constraints,
purposes, resources, and logic.

88. Wohl, J. G., "Force Management Decision Requirements for Air Force Tactical r=X
Command and Control," IEEE Trans. on Systems, Man, and Cyber., Vol. 11, No.

9, pp. 018-839 (September 1981).

Discusses an interactive technique for the determination and evaluation of options.
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